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ABSTRACT
Photographic photometry using prime-focus AAT plates has been
carried out in the western regions of the Small Magellanic Cloud.
To calibrate the photographic emulsions a new electronographic
standard sequence was established. However this sequence disagreed
in scale with the existing electronographic sequence in K3 due to
Walker and the conflict was resolved by photoelectric photometry using
the twin photometer on the AAT, which showed that Walker's sequence
was correct. A combination of the new photoelectric photometry,
Walker's K3 photometry and some photoelectric photometry by Gascoigne
was then used to calibrate the photography. •
The colour-magnitude diagrams which resulted showed the exist¬
ence of three separate populations, all well defined in age. A group
g
of age <_ 10 years was found near the optical centre which decayed
very rapidly in surface density away from this centre. A second
g
group of age 8 x 10 years was found to be more widespread and to be
the dominant stellar population at a distance of 1 Kpc from the centre
of the SMC. This latter population includes the cluster NGC152. The
third group, which included the cluster K3, was found to dominate
further out, at 2 Kpc from the optical centre, and to be of age
9
4 x 10 years.
Thus the picture envisaged is of concentric stellar groups
whose radius varies directly with age. A model to account for this
structure is outlined, involving slow contraction of the HI in the
SMC disc, which is stabilised by rotation, and at certain well defined
instants widespread star formation is initiated, after which the HI
unprocessed into stars continues its contraction. As mechanism for
the initiation of star formation the perigalactic passage of the
Magellanic Clouds in their orbit about the Galaxy is invoked and it
is shown that the last two perigalactica coincide in time with the
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Stellar Evolution and Cluster Photometry-
Star clusters have proved invaluable in the development of
ideas concerning stellar and galactic evolution in at least two ways;
(i) as an observational test of theories of stellar
evolution, and
(ii) as a probe of the age and physical properties of the
Galaxy and of external galaxies.
The value of clusters lies in the fact that their stars are
subject to fewer free parameters than stars of the general field.
It is widely accepted that, to a good approximation, star clusters
form from material which is chemically homogeneous and that all
stars are of the same age. Also cluster diameters are much smaller
than their distances from the Sun, so all cluster stars may be
assumed to lie at the same distance. The observed variation from
one cluster star to another must thus be due solely to intrinsic
properties such as mass. Clusters have been classified into two
broad groups for many years, these being
(i) open clusters and stellar associations
(ii) globular clusters.
The open clusters are generally confined to the plane of the
Galaxy, have few member stars and show very low symmetry. Photometry
of these clusters shows a variety of star types but generally they
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are dominated by hot early-type main sequence stars, with few
evolved stars, e.g. h and X Persei, Pleiades, see Fig. 1.1a.
Some clusters, however, are observed to have a dominant red-giant
branch, e.g. M67, NGC188, NGC2420, see Fig. 1.1b. The globular
clusters, by contrast, form a nearly homogeneous set. All are
rich in members, containing up to 10^ stars, show spherical
symmetry and a high degree of central concentration. The globular
clusters show no preference for the galactic plane, but are distri¬
buted in a spherical halo centred on the galactic nucleus. Globular
clusters are also similar in photometric properties, all being
dominated by a long red-giant branch, with a main-sequence terminat¬
ing at faint levels, and a horizontal branch of variable form, many
containing RR Lyrae variables. Fig. 1.2 shows a typical globular
cluster, M3.
The study of star clusters took on a recognisably modern form
in the first decades of the 20th century, with the discovery by
Hertzsprung and Russell of the correlation between the luminosity
and spectral type of a star, as observed in the "main-sequence" of
the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram. The early work was performed on
nearby stars, the distances and hence luminosities of which were
known from parallax studies. It was soon realised, however, that a
star cluster, no matter how distant, should be amenable to similar
study.
Shapley (1920) discovered that the H-R diagram of the globular
clusters M3, Mil and M13 was quite different from that of the local
stars, in the sense that the nearby stars of highest luminosity
0-4 oa 1-2
B-V
Fig. 1.1a Young cluster NGC6067
Fig. 1.1b Old open cluster NGC188
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Fig,. 1.2 The globular clusters M3 (a) and M92 (b) .
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tended to be of earliest spectral type, whereas .the globular clusters
behaved oppositely, lying along the "giant-branch". Shapley (1930)
summarised some of the properties of globular clusters as follows:
(i) Absolute magnitude of the RR Lyrae variables
approximately constant.
(ii) Brightest giants very red and have M^.^-3.
(iii) Luminosity function peaks at 0 and is
strongly asymmetrical.
(iv) Fainter giants tend to be bluer.
(v) Apparent diameters and RR Lyrae observations
may be used to derive distances.
(vi) Globular clusters are distributed in a spherical
system around the Galaxy.
Interpreting the luminosity-spectral type relation as a
luminosity-temperature relation, it was clear that two types of star
were involved, the main-sequence dwarfs and the cool and luminous,
and therefore extended giants. The discovery of the unusual H-R
diagram of the globular clusters led to a redefinition of the terms
globular and open cluster, photometric properties replacing
geometrical. A range of forms for the H-R diagram was discovered
among the open clusters, some showing the main-sequence extending
to high luminosities while others, like M34 and the Pleiades
(Hertzsprung, 1929) lay intermediate between this situation and
that of the globular clusters, with a shorter main-sequence termin¬
ating at lower luminosities and diverging away from the standard
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type just below the top, becoming nearly vertical, these clusters
also containing some giants. Trumpler (1925) used these character¬
istics to define a classification scheme for open clusters. The
observed correlation of the two parameters, luminosity at main-
sequence turn-off and giant branch density led him to propose
evolution as the reason for the differences between the clusters,
some clusters being older than others. He also suggested that the
highly populated sequences in the H-R diagram were loci of stars of
varying mass, the mass determining the rate of evolution of a star
through the H-R diagram. Another suggestion from this period was
that of main-sequence fitting as a distance indicator. However, the
use of this photometric distance indicator and the geometrical
method of Shapley led to discordant results, the photometric consist¬
ently giving larger distances. The effect was explained by Trumpler
in terms of a disc-shaped distribution of interstellar dust pervading
the entire Galaxy and scattering the light from distant stars.
During the 1920's and 30's the simple picture of dwarf and
giant stars was gradually augmented, first by the discovery of 'white
dwarfs', very faint, hot stars lying well below the main-sequence and
explained by Chandrasekhar as being degenerate helium stars with no
energy sources left apart from thermal energy. Subgiants were later
identified as a class by Stromberg (1933, 1936) i.e., stars lying
between the main-sequence and the giant branch in a vertical line.
Kuiper (1939) from a study of large proper motion stars, postulated
the existence of a subsidiary main-sequence lying approximately
2 magnitudes below the standard and running parallel to it. The,-stars
in this sequence, called sub-dwarfs by him, he found to have unusual
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spectral properties, in particular, some of them showed no calcium
H + K absorption lines. Greenstein's (1939) photometry of M4 con¬
firmed the great difference between globular and open clusters in
their stellar content, and the marked uniformity of the globulars
amongst themselves. Coupled with the already established differences
in galactic distribution, appearance and richness, this distribution
was incorporated by Baade (1944) into his scheme of "stellar
populations". He postulated that certain types of stars, star
groups and interstellar matter were more likely to occur together.
To his Population I he assigned the late-type galaxies (spirals and
irregulars) which he suggested contain open star clusters, young OB
associations, a strong blue main-sequence like that observed locally,
few red giants and a large population of interstellar dust and gas.
The Population I component was found to be strongly concentrated
towards the plane of the Galaxy, with a thickness of approximately
400 p.c. and to have very small velocities in the direction of the
galactic pole. The chemical composition of Population I objects in
the Galaxy is found to be remarkably uniform, all having heavy-
element compositions within a factor of 2 of the solar value.
To Population II, Baade assigned the early-type galaxies
(ellipticals), the nuclei of spirals and the high velocity nearby
stars, with globular clusters, no blue main-sequence, strong red
giant branch, -sub-dwarfs, RR Lyrae variables, and little interstellar
matter. Population II objects in the Galaxy are found to occupy a
large, spherical region with a strong central concentration. The
kinematics of these objects is also striking as they tend to move.'
in orbits of very high eccentricity round the galactic centre, in
- 8 -
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Fig. 1.3 Globular cluster M4.
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contrast to the nearly circular orbits.of Population I. As a
result of their great height at maximum above the galactic plane,
Population II stars observed nearby have very high velocities per¬
pendicular to the galactic plane.
Photometric observations of Population II systems are extremely
important and indicate several differences from Population I.
Population II stars are found to occupy a different locus in the two-
colour diagram, having an Ultra-Violet excess due to reduced line
blanketing. This reduced line-blanketing in the UV is consistent
with spectroscopic observations indicating very low concentrations of
heavy elements in Population II stars. Concentrations up to 200 times
smaller than the solar value have been observed. Population II stars
are found to have maximum luminosity at about = -3 and a mean
colour in B-V of 0.56, which is much bluer than the 0.85 of Population
I (Allen, 1973) . Another very strong characteristic of Population II
systems is the conspicuous horizontal branch.
It was realised early on that Population II stars must be very
old for several reasons:
(1) The main-sequence of globular clusters ends at very faint
levels and hence stars of low mass have had time in which
to consume their central hydrogen and leave the main-
sequence, since if each star can consume only a given
fraction of its fuel and does so at a rate proportional to
its luminosity, the main-sequence life-time must be given
by
M „ -3
t cc — ~ M
ms T
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(2) If the formation of heavy elements occurs in stellar
interiors then earlier generations of stars will have
lower abundances, the material having had less processing
and enrichment, thus Population II stars with very small
abundances of heavy elements, must be the oldest objects
remaining in the galaxy.
The allocation of sub-dwarfs to Population II, along with
globular clusters, led Baade to suggest that the main-sequence of
globular clusters was composed of sub-dwarfs and therefore lay
fainter than supposed, implying that distances based on main-sequence
fitting would be too large if referred to a Population I cluster such
as the Hyades.
A great amount of work carried out in the following years was
referred explicitly to Baade's Population criteria. Popper (1947)
showed the spectra of globular cluster stars in M3 and M13 to be weak
in CN absorption lines, providing support for the identification of
globular cluster stars with local high velocity stars. The weakness
of lines due to heavy elements in Population II stars was explained
by Schwarzschild, Spitzer and Wildt (1951) as being due to a composition
difference between Populations I and II, resulting from a primordial
composition difference in the interstellar material from which the
stars formed. Population II stars were seen as forming from the gas
of the pre-galactic nebula, which was taken to be almost pure
hydrogen.
The advent of accurate photoelectric photometry and the Mount
Palomar 200" telescope, along with continued support for Baade's model
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led to an increased effort in the study of globular clusters. Arp,
Baum and Sandage (1952, 1953) studied M3 and M92 to very faint
levels (V <_19.5) revealing the junction between the subgiant branch
and the main-sequence, thereby establishing exactly how the Population
II H-R diagram differs from Population I. Baum (1952, 1954), Sandage
(1953), Johnson and Sandage (1956), followed up this work on faint
photometry and Arp (1955) made a comparative study of seven globular
clusters; M2, M3, M5, MlO, M15 and M92. These developments were
extremely important and established several points on the nature of
globular clusters. It transpired that although globular clusters are
qualitatively similar with respect to the important loci in the
colour-magnitude diagram, viz. continuous locus leading from main-
sequence to subgiant branch, red giant branch, asymptotic giant
branch leading to a horizontal branch with RR Lyrae variables gap,
they differ markedly in details.
The properties common to all globular clusters were found to be:
1. Colour range of the RR Lyrae gap.
2. Luminosity of RR Lyrae variables.
3. Heavily populated main-sequence with relatively few subgiants
and thinly populated red giant branch.
4. Low abundance of heavy elements compared to the Sun, varying from
a factor of 3 to 300 in mass fraction less than the solar value.
5. Luminosity function strongly peaked at = 0 with an asymmetrical
distribution on either side, increasing to fainter magnitudes, the
peak being due to the horizontal branch.
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Certain properties were found to vary from one cluster to another:
(1) Some clusters (e.g. M3) have a high density of stars on the red
side of the horizontal branch with respect to the variable gap,
while others (e.g. M92) have only blue stars (see Fig. 1.2b).
(2) The shape of the red giant branch is variable, most notably the
slope.
(3) The colour of the sub-giant branch varies.
(4) Heavy element abundance as derived from spectra.of bright stars
varies between clusters.
(5) The absolute magnitude of the main-sequence at any given colour
is variable, i.e. the globular cluster main-sequence is not
unique, when the luminosity of the RR Lyraes is assumed constant.
Some of these characteristics were found to be correlated so that
relatively metal rich clusters tend to have many red horizontal
branch stars and a gently sloping red giant branch. Thus globular
clusters were thought to belong to a one parameter family, with metal
abundance as the variable property.
Sandage and Schwarzschild (1952) extrapolated from observed
globular cluster C~M diagrams to derive semi-empirical evolutionary
tracks for Population II stars. The results showed the general
features of post-main-sequence evolution up to the giant branch..
Johnson and Sandage (1955) made a detailed study of several open
clusters whose characteristics were successfully explained by the
evolution of hydrogen burning main-sequence stars to the giant branch
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on reaching a point where they have consumed a certain fraction of
their hydrogen fuel, known as the Schonberg-Chandrasekhar limiting
mass. Calculations of rates of burning (Hoyle and Haselgrove, 1959)
allowed the determination of the age of any given cluster from the
known luminosity, and hence mass, at the main-sequence turn-off which
was found to be a monotonically decreasing function of age. However,
the characteristics of globular clusters made it appear that a single
parameter, viz. age, was insufficient to characterise a cluster C-M
diagram. It was found that the turn-off luminosity of M67 was as
faint as that of the globular clusters, which did not agree with the
notion that the globular clusters are extremely old, the oldest
stellar objects in the Galaxy. Also the shape of the sub-giant branch
of M67 differed from that of the globulars, containing a region of
negative slope, which the globular clusters do not possess. With the
discovery that globular clusters are metal poor, it soon became
generally believed that metal abundance was the required "second
parameter". Sandage and Walker (1955) found that the stars of
globular clusters fell on a different locus in the (B-V, U—B) plane
than did Population I stars, the giants exhibiting an "Ultra-Violet
excess", apparently being over luminous in the U range. In line with
the evidence on metal abundance the authors attributed the effect to
the fact that a low heavy element concentration could be expected to
lead to a reduced line-blanketing in the stellar atmosphere, i.e. the
redistribution of scattered light away from frequencies near to these
of metal lines. The great density of metal lines in the UV leads to
greater reduction in intensity in this range when a high metal content
exists. This observed variation in the metal content led to model
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calculations assuming a variety of metal abundances and it was found
that the similarity in turn-off luminosity of old open clusters and
globulars could be reconciled with a great age difference when
metallicity was taken into account. It was in fact found that even
though the time taken to reach turn-off for a given stellar model
is independent of composition, the properties of stars near turn-off
depend sensitively on abundance of carbon, nitrogen and oxygen, the
more metal-rich stars being fainter and cooler. Thus for a given
turn-off luminosity in more metal-rich clusters, stars at the turn-off
will be more massive and hence the cluster will be younger (Simoda
and Iben, 1968) .
Determinations of metal abundance of globular cluster stars
had been qualitative, based on apparent spectral type (Kinman, 1959)
until the curve-of-growth analysis was applied by Heifer et al. (1959).
The stellar population concept of Baade had received considerable
attention during this time,, and the simple dichotomy between
Population I and Population II was found to be too restrictive. Also
it was found that the nucleus of M31 contained strong-lined stars and
the nucleus of the Galaxy contained M giants, suggesting that galactic
nuclei were not in fact pure Population II. Oort (1957), at the Rome
Conference on the Stellar Population topic, presented a richer frame¬
work with five categories:
Extreme Population I; containing young OB associations,
spiral arms, Cepheids, supergiants and a high gas and dust
content.
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Older Population I; A-type stars, strong-line stars, old
open clusters.
Disc population; galactic nuclei., planetary nebulae
normal weak-line stars.
Intermediate Population II; high velocity stars with
z < 30 Kms ^ , long period variables.
Halo population; globular clusters, sub-dwarfs, RR Lyrae
variables.
As well as luminosity, effective temperature, metal content,
cluster richness etc. as criteria of population types, kinematics
was given considerable weight in Oort's classification. The model
of star and galaxy formation that resulted was one of an initial
pre-galactic nebula of spherical symmetry, large extent (D < 50 kpc)
and low angular velocity. At a point some 10^ years ago, the
globular clusters condensed out and retained their initial distri¬
bution. The remaining gas however, condensed toward the galactic
centre, increased in angular momentum, breaking the spherical
symmetry and leaving axial symmetry only. A galactic disc thus
formed, viscous damping and cloud-cloud collisions dissipated
turbulent motions and a smooth, axial rotation resulted. Stars
formed at this stage remained in the disc, performing circular orbits.
Since all of the gas had become concentrated toward the galactic plane,
star formation was then confined to this region, continuing at a
decreasing rate until today, mainly in spiral arms where shock fronts are
thought to precipitate star formation. The heavy element content of the
stars and interstellar medium was correlated with this picture in terms
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of a rapid metal enrichment following the initial burst of star
formation, principally from supernovae, which were seen as essential
for the production of r-process elements (Sm, Sb etc.)- The
succeeding generations of star formation would, on average, have
higher heavy element abundance, the proportions changing little
since the early period. Hence the kinematical properties of stars
and the metal content are determined by age, the very old globular
clusters and halo stars having low metal abundance, spherical distri¬
bution, highly eccentric orbits and large peculiar motions, while
the youngest stars are confined to the galactic disc, have low
peculiar motions, circular galactic orbits and high metal abundance.
This process was put on a dynamically quantitative basis by
Eggen, Lynden-Bell and Sandage (1962) who found that the contraction
8
time for the galaxy was extremely short,less than 2 x 10 years.
Hence the initial burst of star formation was very short and intense,
metal enrichment very rapid. Mixing of reprocessed material seems
to have been slower, leading to a range in the metal abundances of
globular clusters and to metal-poor disc stars, presumably formed
from un-enriched gas which collapsed with the enriched material onto
the plane. Hence the correlation between age and metal content has
a large amount of dispersion and is unreliable as an age indicator
in any specific case.
The evolution of the helium content of the galaxy is not as
clear as that of the heavy elements. In general, He lines can only
be observed in very hot stars (0 and B spectral types) so that no;
Population II stars exist for which the abundance is indicative of
the initial abundance and is measurable. Horizontal branch stars
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are hot enough for He abundance determination but are highly
evolved stars and have probably undergone mass loss so that the
present He concentration would give little information on the
primordial value. The mass-luminosity relation might also be used
but very few Population II stars have known masses. It was initially
assumed that He was produced in stellar interiors along with heavier
elements, so that the He content of pre-galactic material was almost
zero. However, there were problems with this view since massive stars
are' very inefficient at returning He to the interstellar medium. If
most of the heavy elements are produced in supernova explosions, very
little He would be produced as He may be expected to have been
destroyed in earlier stages of the star's evolution. Iben (1969) from
considerations of evolution rates in different parts of the H-R
diagram of globular clusters derived a high He content (Y - 0.3)
similar to the Population I value. Cosmological calculations of the
He in the post-big-bang material lent support to this high value.
Observations of emission nebulae in extra-galactic systems (Peimbert,
1975) also suggest a near - "normal" value for Y. In Magellanic Clouds
(Peimbert and Torres-Peimbert, 1974) despite a much smaller heavy
element content (Van den Bergh, 1975) a He content almost as high as
the galactic Population I "Value is observed. The observations are
thus consistent with a cosmic He abundance of at least Y v .22, with
individual objects exhibiting values up to .4 (Peimbert, 1975). Even
though He abundance varies from one galaxy to another, there is no
evidence that different objects within galaxies have different He •
content apart from the anomalous "He-stars".
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The problem of determining the dimensions and age of the
Galaxy via the photometry of globular clusters had been complicated
by the discovery of the identity of sub-dwarfs and Population II
main-sequence stars. It thus become necessary to calibrate the
main-sequence luminosity at a given colour index as a function of
metal abundance, °r same parameter thereof. Eggen and Sandage (1969)
studied nearby sub-dwarfs of known parallax and Ultra-Violet excess
and found a strong correlation between UV excess and difference in
luminosity with respect to the Hyades main-sequence." Using
theoretical estimates of line-blanketing effects (Eggen and Sandage,
1959, Melbourne, I960) it was found that all of the sub-dwarfs
could be translated onto the Hyades main-sequence by compensating for
the effects of low metals. Hence it was established that sub-dwarfs
do not form a distinct stellar species and the Population II main-
sequence in the (L,Te) plane is unique. The method was extended by
Wildey et al. (1962) and the shifts in V, B-V and U-B due to line-
blanketing effects were calibrated as functions of U-B excess. This
work led to a renewed effort in the photometric study of globular
clusters (Sandage, 1964) and in particular of luminosity of RR Lyrae
variables and its dependence on composition, age, mass, temperature
and period. Tifft (1963a) reported a correlation between period and
luminosity of SMC RR Lyraes, suggesting the observed spread in
period to be due to a mass and age spread, further suggesting the
luminosity of the globular cluster horizontal branch to be time
dependant. Christy (1966) in a tour-de-force study explained the
theoretical aspects of RR Lyrae pulsation, using the structure model
of Faulkener (1966). Among his conclusions were
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(1) The blue edge of . the instability strip increases
in temperature with increasing helium abundance.
(2) An He mass fraction of 0.3 best fits the observations.
(3) The absolute magnitude of RR Lyraes varies from M_^T =0.57BOL
for very metal-poor stars to Mg0L = 0.96 for slightly metal-
poor stars.
(4) Masses of RR Lyrae stars are approximately 0.5 M .
The model of RR Lyrae variables used was that of a post-giant
branch star with shell H-burning and core He-burning and an He
ionization zone in the outer regions acting as working material.
Studies of periods, amplitudes and light curves of RR Lyrae variables
led to the Bailey-type classification scheme, with type a and b
variables having long periods (t0.6 days), large amplitude and
asymmetrical light curves, while type c variables pulsate in the
first harmonic.
On plotting the number of RR Lyraes in a globular cluster as a
function of period it is found that the clusters fall into two
distinct classes, the Oosterhoff classes. Class I clusters are
observed to have a mean period for a b-type variable of Td. 55, while
class II clusters have (Pab) ^ d.65. Oosterhoff class is found to
be well correlated with metallicity (Arp, 1955), class I being of
higher metallicity (e.g. M3) and class II having very low metallicity
(e.g. W Cen, M15).
The available photometric data for globular and old open clusters
were collected and assessed (Sandage and Eggen (1969); Sandage (1969);
Sandage (1970)) and the implications for galactic evolution explored.
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Fig. 1.4 shows the schematic colour-magnitude diagrams of a sample
of open clusters with the age scale for given turn-off luminosity
attached. It can be seen that a large age-range is observed in the
7 9
galactic open clusters, from 10 to 5 x 10 years. Patenaude (1978)
has recently recalculated open cluster isochrones and determined
ages for a sample of old open clusters, including NGC2477 and NGC2420,
the colour-magnitude diagram of the latter being shown in Fig. 1.5.
The globular clusters studied were M3, M13, M15 and M92. The
distances to these clusters were estimated by main-sequence fitting,
leaving the luminosity of the RR Lyraes free. It was found that
the metal-rich cluster M3 had brighter variables than the metal-poor
M92 and M15, contrary to the theoretical result of Christy. Sandage
explained this as being due to poor photometry, and merely observed
that the mean absolute magnitude of the RR Lyraes was +0™6, agreeing
with Christy. Other conclusions from this work were:
1. The average age of the globular clusters is approximately
9
11.5 x 10 years (interpreting observations using the
calculations of Iben and Rood, 1970).
9
2. The age spread of globular clusters is less than 10 years.
3. Magnitude difference between horizontal branch and main-sequence
turn-off is equal for M3, M15 and M92 to 3™4.
4. Average helium abundance is approximately 0.3.
M13 was exempt from many of these results since it was found to
behave anomalously. In particular, its relatively high metallicity


















Fig. 1.5 The old open cluster NGC2420
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seemed incompatible with the highly populated blue horizontal branch.
Van den Bergh (1967) had earlier suggested the existence of a further
degree of freedom on the basis of integrated photometry. M13 (Sandage,
1970) is an example of this possibility, as is NGC288 (Cannon, 1974).
The converse of this anomaly had been observed in extragalactic
systems such as the Draco dwarf galaxy (Baade and Swope, 1961) and
the globular-like cluster NGC121 in the SMC (Tifft, 1963b), and was
later observed in the globular clusters NGC7006 (Sandage and Wildey,
1967) and NGC362 (Menzies, 1967), all showing a densely populated red
horizontal branch with no blue horizontal branch but exhibiting other
parameters indicative of low metallicity. Many attempts have been
made to explain this effect, including invoking helium abundance
variations (Sandage and Wildey 1967; Hartwick, 1968), CNO variations
(Hartwick and McClure (1972), Hartwick and Van den Bergh (1973)) but
no clear explanation has emerged so that at present a detailed under¬
standing of horizontal branch morphology is" lacking. At present it
would appear that progress is most likely to come from the accumulation
of detailed observational results to constrain the abundant models.
A crucial step is the study of globular clusters in extra-
galactic systems, which may be expected to have had an entirely
different evolutionary history in terms of dynamics, formation rate
and chemical enrichment and which may exhibit a greater range of age
than clusters in the Galaxy. It is thus apparent that the Magellanic
Clouds play an important role in this respect, allowing detailed
study of star clusters to well below the horizontal branch, so that
it is essential to our understanding of stellar structure and evolution,
as well as to our knowledge of the Clouds themselves, and of galaxies
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in general, to determine how clusters in the Clouds differ from
those in the Galaxy and how they are similar.
1.2 Interpretation of Cluster Colour-Magnitude Diagrams
A summary is presented in the following paragraphs of the useful
information obtainable from a study of star clusters. Methods of
obtaining information are manifold but can basically be summarised
as:
(a) Distances, both within the Galaxy and to external systems
(b) Ages
(c) Chemical composition of component stars
(d) Mass distribution function, of interest in star formation
theories
(e) Interstellar reddening, giving information on the inter¬
stellar medium.
(a) Cluster distances can be calculated in several ways
depending on the distance to the cluster. A hierarchy of distance
indicators has been constructed, based on geometrical measures for
nearby clusters, the known distance to which is then used to calibrate
the photometric distance indicators.
(a) Moving cluster method. Assuming a nearby cluster (d <_ 200 pc)
to be a rigid body, a relative motion of the whole cluster and the Sun
will cause a proper motion for each star, all the proper motion vectors
pointing toward a convergent point or away from a divergent point,
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depending on whether the Sun is moving away from or toward the
cluster, respectively. Combining the proper motion data, the
observed angular diameter of the cluster and the mean radial
velocity allows the geometry to be solved and the cluster distance
found.
(3) Variable stars. The period-luminosity relations for
certain classes of variable, such as Cepheids, RR Lyraes, etc., has
proved extremely valuable in the determination of distances. In
order to make use of the method, the relation must be calibrated.
In the case of Cepheids, the calibration was performed by observing
stars in the Magellanic Clouds, assuming all cloud members to be
equidistant. However, a zero point must be obtained and this must
be done by finding the distance to a similar variable by a more
direct method such as (a).
(y) Main-sequence fitting is another widely used procedure,
at present confined to clusters in the Galaxy. The principle behind
the method is the fact that the luminosity-temperature relation for
main-sequence stars of a similar composition is unique, so that if
the main-sequences of two clusters differ in apparent magnitude at
any given temperature, one can ascribe the difference to distance
effects alone, and use the inverse square law of light to calculate
the distance ratio, according to
R1
Am = 5 log —
R
2
One of the clusters must be of known distance, found by a geometrical
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method. Fop Population I objects, the. Hyades is generally taken as
reference, the distance being known by the moving-cluster method.
For Population IT clusters the procedure must be modified to take
account of line-blanketing effects. Such effects are found from
knowledge of the UV excess 6(U-B) (Wildey et al., 1962) and the
observed colours and magnitudes corrected (Sandage, 1970). The
corrected main-sequence may then be fitted to the Hyades.
(6) Cluster diameter can be used to determine an approximate
cluster distance using the method of Trumpler (1925)' who found a good
correlation between richness and central concentration of open clusters
and their diameters. He then used this correlation to derive diameters
for clusters, and thus distances. Arp (1956) more recently used a
similar technique.
(b) Age determination is possible by inspection of the colour-
magnitude diagram. A cluster of zero age will possess only a main-
sequence, extending to very luminous blue stars. As the cluster ages,
the bluest and brightest stars evolve most rapidly, leaving the main-
sequence to become giants and supergiants. Thus the blue end of the
main-sequence tends monotonically to become redder and fainter with
time. Calibration of the main-sequence turn-off luminosity as a
fraction of age is achieved using stellar evolution calculations. An
interpolation formula used by Sandage (1970) derived from calculations
by Iben and Rood (1970) for Population II models, is given by
LTo




.10 log Z. - 0.59
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and is valid in the ranges 0 <_ Y <_ .3
10~5 <21 10~3.
(c) The evolution of the colour-magnitude diagram depends not
only on age, but also on the composition of the member stars, so the
form of the diagram can give information on helium and heavy element
abundances. As mentioned earlier, many parameters of composition have
been used.
(а) Ay, the visual magnitude difference between the horizontal
branch and the giant branch in globular clusters measured at (B-V) =1.4.
o
Av decreases with increasing metallicity, from 3^3 for the metal-poor
cluster M92 (Sandage, 1970) to 2™0 for the metal-enhanced 47 Tuc
(Hartwick and Hesser, 1974).
(3) The unreddened colour of the subgiants also has been found
to depend on composition, being bluer for lower Z. This effect, how¬
ever, is complicated by the fact that the subgiant colour index
increases as mass decreases, and hence as the age of the cluster
increases (Iben, 1967), so that an unambiguous composition deter¬
mination is not possible.
(y) The length and slope of the Hertzsprung gap, lying between
the main-sequence and the subgiant branch, in young clusters has been
found (Schlesinger, 1969) to be well correlated with heavy element
abundance. Metal-rich clusters are found to have a larger gap and
negative slope.
(б) The morphology of the horizontal branch of globular clusters
has been employed extensively in composition determinations. However,
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as discussed above, a unique relation between horizontal branch
morphology and chemical composition is no longer believed to exist.
(e) Since the pulsation of RR Lyrae variables depends on
the existence of a partial helium-ionization zone at a suitable
mass-fraction below the surface, the surface temperature above which
pulsation is no longer possible (the blue edge of the RR Lyrae gap)
may be expected to depend on the helium abundance in the outer
atmosphere through the opacity, as well as on luminosity and mass.
An expression derived by Christy (1966) and used by Sandage (1969)
to obtain helium abundance is given by
Y = 1.6(B-V) - 0.34— - .16 M + .901
M
0
where (B-V)^^ is the intrinsic deblanketed colour of the blue edge of
the variables gap.
(?) Ultra-Violet excess has been used to determine heavy
element abundances, using the calibration of Wallerstein and Heifer
(1966) . The UV excess is found by plotting the (U-B, B-V) diagram
for a cluster along with the standard Population I relation and
finding the difference in U-B between the two at a chosen value of
B-V.
(r|) Iben (1968, 1969) successfully applied a method for the
determination of helium abundance based on the lifetimes of stars
along the giant branch and the horizontal branch. By counting the
relative numbers, of stars on the two branches, an estimate of the
helium abundance may be obtained. '•
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(0) Intermediate-band photometry has proved valuable in
abundance determinations, the most widely used being the DDO system
(McClure and Van den Bergh, 1968) .
(d) Because the light from stars is dimmed and reddened by
galactic dust, the extent of this must be determined before the
observed properties of the star can be converted into the intrinsic
properties. Photometry of clusters also gives information on the
interstellar medium itself. Simple dust-particle scattering models
are used to deduce relationships between absorption .in the V spectral
band and reddening in B-V and U-B etc., so that only one free
variable remains. On fitting to observations it is found that the
relations
Av = 3 E(B-V) (i)
E(B-V) = .72 E(U-B) (ii)
are valid for early-type stars, while the relation
E(B-V) = 1.0 E(U-B) (iii)
is used for late-type red giants.
The observationally determined parameter of scattering is
usually the reddening in B-V, which can be found for a cluster from
the plot of B-V versus U-B. The relation (ii) above is used to
translate the cluster locus onto the standard Population I locus
(Johnson and Morgan, 1953) and the required shift gives the reddening.
In the case of Population II stars, the situation is complicated
by the UV excess, which removes the cluster locus from the standard
even in the absence of reddening. In these cases, several methods
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have been used, including:
(i) The position of the bluest horizontal branch stars in the two-
colour diagram may be used. These stars do not have observable UV
excess, due to the fact that metal lines do not contribute to the
spectra of early-type stars of either Population I or Population II
since all metals are highly ionized, hence fitting to the standard
sequence gives a reasonable assessment of the redeening (Sandage,
1964, Cannon and Stobie, 1973) .
(ii) Sandage (1969) used the known high temperature cut-off for the
sub-dwarfs of the galactic halo (B-V ~ .36) to determine the





2.1 The Structure of the Small Magellanic Cloud
The Magellanic Clouds have both been classified (de Vaucouleurs
et al., 1964) as of type SB(s)m, i.e. they are barred spiral galaxies
with spiral arms emanating from the Bar and exhibiting the character¬
istic asymmetry of which they are archetypes, viz. a dominant
asymmetric spiral arm with some less prominent arms and spiral 'arcs'
remote from the Bar.
The physical sub-systems of the SMC have been defined by
de Vaucouleurs and Freeman (1973), and by Westerlund (1972), in the
former case with regard to morphology and in the latter, with regard
to stellar content.
The SMC is believed to be a highly flattened system seen at an
inclination of 45° and rotating about an axis orthogonal to the plane.
From a study of surface photometry, star counts, direct photography,
cluster distribution and radial velocities, de Vaucouleurs and Freeman
have isolated the following four sub-systems of the SMC:
A. The Bar, a densely populated region subtending a solid angle
2?5 x 1° is the most prominent optical feature, with position angle 45°
and is a typical galactic bar. It is tapered as seen on the sky, being
narrower at the northern end.
B. In this category are included the spiral arms. The dominant
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spiral arm, of length approximately 2° (2 kpc), is to the north-east,
adjacent to the narrow end of the Bar.
C. A loop of diameter 7°, foreshortened to an ellipse, is
observed to lie to the south-west of the Bar. This feature may be
continued round the Bar or may be localised to the south-west, as the
large inclination makes it difficult to observe the opposite end.
D. The Wing, an elongated region of length 6°, extending to the
east toward the LMC forms a unique object. There is some evidence of
related structure in the Bar. Two "knots" of stellar condensation
are seen in the Wing at distances of 3° and 5° from the Bar.
The relative positions of the sub-systems are indicative of the
lack of symmetry of Magellanic-type galaxies, the spiral arm lying
outside the plane of the loop and the centroid varying greatly with
the class of object used to determine it.
Westerlund (1972) also discusses four sub-systems of the SMC,
the stellar content of which are as follows:
1. The Bar shows evidence of an extreme Population I component as
well as older Population I. OB associations, young clusters and HII
regions form the extreme Population I objects, while the older examples
are Cepheids and lb supergiants. The existence of a young stellar
component and also of large amounts of neutral hydrogen (Hindman,- 1967)
suggest that the Bar is a region of present-day star formation.
Ardeberg and Maurice (1977) and Azzopardi and Vigneau (1977) have
studied the structure of the SMC through the distribution of supergiants.
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Osmer (1973a), Osmer (1973b) and Przybylski (1976) have also studied
these objects individually in abundance determinations, which indicate
that young SMC objects are systematically lower in heavy elements
than similar objects in the Galaxy. The same conclusion has been
reached through studies of many types of object, including HII regions
(Peimbert et al.,(1976), Dufour and Harlow (1977), Pagel et al., (1978))
and planetary nebulae (Dufour and Killen, 1977). Briick and Marsoglu
(1978) have presented the colour-magnitude diagram of the NE extension
of the Bar which exhibits a young blue main-sequence indicating recent
star formation. Sanduleak (1969) has studied the distribution of
bright stars in the Bar and correlated this with that of HI.
2. The Wing of the SMC appears to consist almost exclusively of
extreme Population I, including a large neutral hydrogen envelope,
observed at 21 cm (Hindman et al., 1963). Westerlund (1964) performed
star counts on the bright stars near NGC602 and in a field in the
Wing further from the Bar. On this basis the observed red component
was found to be a foreground galactic contribution, only blue stars
being SMC members. Briick (1978) finds the Wing to be composed of a
young stellar population.
Morgan and Nandy (1978) obtained extreme UV observations of the
SMC Wing and were able to reproduce the observed spectral indices with
their assumed luminosity function and reddening law.
Many OB associations are found in the Wing along with HII regions,
la supergiants and blue globular clusters (e.g. L72, Westerlund, 1964).
3. The central system of the SMC, a flattened region of diameter 7°
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centred to the south-east of the Bar, is thought to be the analogue
of the galactic disc and contains representatives of both old
Population I and Population II according to Arp (1958a), who asserts
red giants as being characteristic of Population II while open clusters
and planetary nebulae are characteristic of old Population I. Carbon
stars are found in large numbers in the central system, in many cases
in association with clusters (Lloyd Evans, 1978a, Lloyd Evans, 1978b).
Blanco et al. (1978) find the relative number of carbon to M-type
stars much larger in the SMC than in the LMC which is in turn much
higher than in the galactic centre. No conclusive explanation is
offered for this effect, although it is suggested that it may be due
to lower heavy element abundance. Feast and Lloyd Evans (1973) suggest
that carbon stars may be an indicator of age, and in particular that
intermediate-age populations may possess C stars in large numbers.
This is corroborated by observations of C stars in known intermediate-
age clusters in the Galaxy, such as NGC2477.
4. The SMC is believed to be surrounded by a halo similar to that
of the Galaxy. The most clear-cut candidate for a halo species is the
RR Lyrae variables discovered in large numbers by Graham (1975). The
cluster NGC121 appears also to contain three RR Lyraes (Thackeray, 1958)
and was believed by Tifft (1963a) to be a classical globular cluster,
as found in the galactic halo. If this identification is correct,
NGC121 is the only known true globular cluster in the SMC. It is also
the most distant of the red clusters from the optical centre of the
Galaxy.
Briick (1978) finds the halo by star counts to be approximately
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circular on the sky and of diameter 10°. Graham (1973) discusses
the old population in the Magellanic Clouds.
2.2 Magellanic Cloud Clusters
An understanding of the properties and parameters of star
clusters has proved valuable in studies of the Magellanic Clouds
system. Baade originally suggested that the LMC consisted of almost
pure Population I and the SMC of almost pure Population II. However,
the C-M diagram of the SMC field was studied by Schilt, Epstein and
Hill (1955) who found many of the stellar components of the Galaxy
present, bright blue main-sequence, red giant branch and supergiants.
Gascoigne and Kron (1952) found a sharp dividing line between inte¬
grated colours of globular-like blue and red clusters (Fig. 2.1).
The SMC was found to contain mainly red clusters and the LMC approx¬
imately equal numbers of red and blue. Kron (1956) classified 69
clusters in the Clouds according to integrated colour, diameter and
central concentration. Further catalogues were compiled by Lindsay
(1958), Shapley and Lindsay (1963), Westerlund and Glaspey (1971),
Hodge and Wright (1974) and Briick (1975) .
Arp (1958b,c; 1959a,b) carried out a systematic photometric
study of Cloud clusters. In the SMC Arp observed NGC419 and NGC361,
which showed characteristics of old clusters, well developed red
9
giant branch, no Hertzsprung gap, with an estimated age of 1-5 xlO
years, but with both exhibiting a young field component. NGC458
proved to be a "blue globular cluster" with a large number of yellow
giants and a well-defined Hertzsprung gap, embedded in a field similar
to that near NGC419 and NGC361. The dissimilarity between the CMD of
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Fig. 2.1 Integrated CMD for various clusters.
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NGC458 and that of clusters in the Galaxy of similar age led Arp
to propose that it might have low metallicity. Schlesinger's (1969)
theoretical cluster-fitting study supported this conclusion,
principally on the grounds of the very blue giant sequence, and an
age of 2 x 10^ years was estimated. NGC330 exhibited similar features,
young blue main-sequence, but a narrower Hertzsprung gap and more
giants. Arp suggested NGC330 to be metal-poor also, but Feast (1964)
found the spectra of bright main-sequence (B and A) stars to be
normal. Robertson (1973) confirmed the age estimate and gave slight
favour to a low metallicity. All of Arp's clusters lay to the east
and north-east of the Small Cloud, and all exhibited a young field
component as well as an old field, associated with the central system
of the SMC. Hodge (1960) found NGC1846 and NGC1978 to be normal
globular clusters, as observed in the Galaxy, located in the halo of
the LMC. Tifft (1963a) observed the cluster NGC121 and surrounding
field in the western region of the SMC. In this area no young field
component was found, and NGC121 itself seemed to be a typical globular
cluster, with strong red giant branch. The giant branch of the field
showed a large scatter in luminosity which Tifft attributed to a
range of metallicity in the various components. However the RR Lyraes
showed no such dispersion, which led him to conclude that the RR Lyrae
luminosity is approximately independent of metallicity. Arp (1962)
and Arp and Cuffey (1962) studied the slightly metal-poor intermediate-
age open clusters NGC2158, 752 and 7789 in the Galaxy, in order to
compare them with Magellanic Cloud clusters. Gascoigne (1966) chose
these as prototypes for his intermediate-age group in a study of
thirteen populous Cloud clusters, which he classified as follows:
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1. True globular clusters. Included in this category were
NGC1466, 1841, 2257 in the LMC and NGC121 in the SMC. The criterion
of these objects was whether or not they would be included in Hogg's
(1963) catalogue of globular clusters.
2. Intermediate age. To this class were assigned Lindsay 1,
Kron 3, NGC339, 361 and 419 all in the SMC.
3. LMC type. Three LMC clusters were assigned together, NGC2209,
2231 and Hodge 11. These clusters had more faint blue stars and
fewer giants than the intermediate-age group, and it was tentatively
suggested that they were very old clusters, the faint blue stars
being horizontal branch stars.
4. NGC1873 was classified on its own, being similar to the
intermediate-age SMC group but belonging to the LMC.
A further category of cluster in the LMC is that of young
globular cluster, to which group have been assigned NGC1818, 1866 and
2100 (Gascoigne, 1971) .
Schematic results for several clusters in the Wing of the SMC
were presented by Westerlund (1964) who found a young blue main-
sequence component. He also found that the cluster L113 resembled a
classical globular. Walker (1970, 1971, 1972a, 1972b, 1974, 1979a,
1979b) performed electronographic photometry on the clusters K3, .
NGC2209, 2257, 419, 1866, Hll and NGC2231, respectively, confirming
the observations of Gascoigne but with different interpretations in
some cases. He suggested K3 to be similar to the metal-rich galactic
globular cluster 47 Tuc, with a strong red giant branch extending very
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Fig. 2.2 CMD for the LMC cluster Hll.
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far into the red and a short red horizontal branch. However this
identification was thought not to he certain as the cluster could
also be classed along with Ml3 if the HB stars were in fact asymptotic
giant branch stars. Walker's results cast doubt on the identification
of NGC419. He concluded that the cluster could be either Hyades-like
or an old globular cluster. The integrated spectrum was found to be
similar to that of a metal-poor globular cluster, unlike that of K3.
Walker's results on NGC2209 suggested its identification, with a
bright main-sequence, yellow giants and small Hertzsprung gap, as an
intermediate-age populous cluster. The very blue extension of the
giant branch he interpreted as indicative of low metallicity.
NGC2257 appeared to be a classical. Population II system with a blue
horizontal branch, similar to M92. Hll turned out to be an intermediate-
8
age object, age 6 x 10 years but with the giants displaced to the
blue by ™4 compared to similar objects in the Galaxy. NGC1866 was
found to be even younger at an age of 6 x 10^ years. NGC2231 was
9
similar to NGC2209 with an age of 10 years.
Freeman and Gascoigne (1977) present photographic photometry of
Hll, their interpretation of which is that Hll is either of intermediate-
age or is an old globular cluster, the ambiguity arising from the
identification of the group of faint blue stars (V 2. 19, B-V ~ .1, see
Fig. 2.2).
Penny (1976) remeasured NGC1466 electronographically and confirmed
the identification as a normal globular cluster. Two colour plots
indicated a large UV excess, implying that the cluster is very metal-
poor. Gascoigne et al. (1976), using plates from the AAT, have confirmed
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the identification of NGC2209 as an intermediate-age (t8 x 10 years)
cluster. They, derived a metal-abundance from the observed colour of
the giants, which was very low. This abundance was challenged by
Gustaffson et al. (1977) who pointed out that the giants in NGC2209
were blue because of age rather than because of metallicity, this
leading to a metallicity only slightly less than that of the Sun.
Harris and Deupree (1976), in a theoretical cluster-fitting study,
found the observations of young clusters in the Clouds to be well
explained by a metal abundance smaller than the value in the Galaxy,
Z ~.01 as compared with ~.03. Fig. 2.3 shows the photographic
colour magnitude diagrams of K3 and NGC2257 derived by Gascoigne
(197£) and suggests the appearance of faint blue stars in K3 while
NGC2257 is clearly a classical globular cluster.
Fig. 2.4 shows the integrated colours of a sample of clusters
(from Freeman and Gascoigne, 1977). An interesting group exists at
B-V ~ .7, where the range of U-B is large. Janes and Carney (1977)
have observed the SMC cluster NGC330 and agree with Arp's conclusion
that it is young, with a bright blue main-sequence. Chun (1978) has
derived masses for several Magellanic Cloud clusters and derived mass-
light ratios. The masses calculated are typical of globular clusters
4 5
in the Galaxy (10 <_ M/M <. 10 ), and mass-light ratios of the red
o
clusters observed agreed with those of galactic objects. Also the
mass-light ratios of blue objects were found to be consistent with the
known colour-magnitude diagrams. Grindlay (1978) has. suggested K3 as
the optical counterpart to the X-ray source 4U 0026-73, although the


















































Fig. 2.4 Integrated two colour diagram for
clusters and galaxies.
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An extensive study of 20 SMC clusters was carried out by
Kontizas (1976) using plates from the UK 48" Schmidt Telescope, who
found an old component of the SMC, the age of which was judged to be
between 1 and 5 billion years, to be widely distributed over that
Galaxy. A group of apparently old clusters was studied, some of
which showed evidence of horizontal branch structure, e.g. Lll, L13,
L15. L13 was suspected of having a blue horizontal branch, which has
not been observed in any other SMC cluster.
Alcaino (1975) has published an atlas of Magellanic Cloud
clusters with colour-magnitude diagrams. Alcaino (1978) presents
new integrated photometry of 69 SMC clusters and finds the relative
projwrtions of blue and red clusters to be the same as that in the LMC.
2.3 Discussion
It is apparent from observations to date that the system of
globular-like clusters in the Magellanic Clouds is extremely rich,
both with regard to numbers and variety. Metal-poor classical
globular clusters are found along with massive young clusters and
also metal-poor intermediate-age objects, of which the Galaxy possesses
none. The mean level of heavy element enrichment in clusters, emission
nebulae and bright stars also appears to be lower than in the Galaxy,
and many clusters are observed to lie in fields of a similar population
type, so that mixing appears to be less efficient in the Clouds.
Thus it seems, that the history of star and cluster formation and
of chemical and dynamical evolution has been very different in the .
Magellanic Clouds from that in the Galaxy. In the Galaxy, star formation
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and metal enrichment were very intense and recent clusters formed
have been of the low mass, open, metal-rich type. In contrast to
this situation, the Magellanic Clouds seem to have experienced a
relatively uniform rate of star formation and massive globular-
like clusters have formed continuously right up to the present.
Thus whatever conditions are required for the formation of massive
clusters exist at present in the Clouds.
The globular-like clusters in the Clouds, of which there are
many, thus form an extremely important source of information on the
formation and evolutionary history of the Clouds. Thus it is
necessary to obtain photometry which will allow the determination
of age, chemical composition and position (including distance) for as
many Cloud clusters as possible. Because clusters are numerous in
the Clouds, a large number must be observed to form a representative
sample and the photometry must be as faint as possible, at least to





The primary detector used in this investigation is the photo¬
graphic plate, all others being employed solely to calibrate the
response of the photographic emulsion. Prime focus plates taken on
the Anglo-Australian telescope were used. Table 3.1 lists the
general specifications for such plates (AAT Users Guide) and table 3.2
gives details of the actual plates used. The final column in table
3.2 gives an estimate of the limiting magnitude of each plate, as
estimated by eye using a small lens. This figure is slightly brighter
than the measurement limit for a microdensitometer but is a useful
guide.
The reasons for using photographic plates as detectors were
principally economy and efficiency. The information storage capacity
of the AAT plates is such that approximately 50,000 images may be
recorded to a limiting magnitude of B « 22 in 40 m. In a similar time
using a photoelectric photometer only 20 or so images may be measured
as discussed in section 5. Thus photographic emulsions are much more
efficient at using telescope time. However they require a great deal
of time and effort away from the telescope. This effort, which involves
the acquisition of standard images in the field of interest, measurement
of programme and standard stars using a photometer and reduction and




AAT Prime Focus Plates
Focal Ratio f/3.3
Plate Size 10 in x 10 in
" -1
Plate Scale (with triplet corrector) 15.3 mm
Unvignetted field 60'
Field with images < '.'5 60'
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TABLE 3.2
Plate Emu1sion Filter Exposure "LIM
1496 2a0 GG385D 20m 21.2(B)
1497 2aD GG495C 20m 21.1(V)
1501 2aD GG495 40m 21.5(V)
1520 2a0 GG385 40m 21.4(B)
1521 2aD GG495 40m 21.6(V)
1535 2a0 GG385D 40m • 21.9(B)
1536 2aD GG495C 30m 21.5(V)
1571 2a0 GG385 50m 22.5(B)
1581 2a0 GG385 50m 22.3(B)
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3.2 Becker Iris Photometer
To obtain measures of magnitude of individual stellar images
on the plates, the Becker Iris Photometer of the Royal Observatory
Edinburgh was used. Fig. 3.1 shows a diagram of such a photometer
(Becker & Biber, 1956) which operates by passing a beam of light
through the stellar image and an iris of variable diameter. The flux
in the transmitted beam is compared with that in a reference beam,
which is obtained by splitting the original. The flux in the image
beam is clearly reduced by insertion of the image so the iris is
opened to compensate by a sensor mechanism so that reference and image
beams remain equal. The recorded measurement and the measure of
stellar magnitude is thus the iris diameter required to maintain the
flux through the iris and image equal to that through a fixed aperture.
The advantages of this arrangement are that the ratio of the
standard and incident beams remains unchanged even if fluctuations in
the lamp source occur. Also the variable diaphragm diameter allows a
range of image magnitudes to be measured without areas of background
fog appearing in the iris, which degrades the response of the photo¬
meter with fixed diaphragm diameter. This allows an iris photometer to
measure over a range of approximately 10 magnitudes (Argue, 1960) .
When iris readings have been obtained a graph is plotted of
magnitude against iris reading for standard stars. It is a basic
property of stellar images that this graph is infective, i.e. that for
each stellar magnitude there exists a unique iris reading and vice versa.
Thus a best fit relation may be drawn through the standard points and
used to convert iris readings for programme stars to magnitudes. Such
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Fig. 3.1 The Becker iris photometer.
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a best fit line may only be used for interpolation as it is in
general a complicated curve whose behaviour outside the calibrated
range is quite unknown. Magnitude residuals for the standard stars,
defined by AM - Mp^ - Mp^ are used to test for systematic errors in
the fitted magnitudes, such as differences in the spectral response
of the emulsion and the standard photometric system. A plot of AM
versus B-V, for instance, indicates whether a "colour equation" is
necessary, if so a fitted line is drawn and used to correct the photo¬
graphic magnitudes according to the colour of the stars.
Due to the complicated form of the iris-magnitude relation, care
must be taken with the curve-fitting procedure. If a computer fit is
made, a polynomial is usually chosen, and if the order of the polynomial
is allowed to take large values, spurious kinks in the curve due to a
single inaccurate observation may result, leading to incorrect fitted
values. This question of polynomial fitting in the context of iris
photometry has been discussed by Samson (1971) in a Ph.D. thesis.
Butler (1976) also has done extensive photographic photometry, with
photoelectric calibration, of Cepheids in the Magellanic Clouds. It is
thus necessary to plot the data and fitted curve together to check
that the computer fit is sensible. Fig. 3.2 shows a typical calib¬
ration curve. Although high order polynomials (n 8) have been used
(Argue, 1960) in photometry of bright stars, for faint stars the
increased dispersion in the calibration curve associated with increased
photoelectric and photographic errors makes low-order polynomials
equally accurate, without the danger of spurious kinks. Particular
care must be taken near the plate limit where the sensitivity of .the
iris to changes in magnitudes drops considerably, i.e. the calibration












curve flattens out, so that small errors in iris reading or in
the fitted curve lead to large errors in derived magnitude. This
problem can be alleviated somewhat by adjusting the neutral wedge in
the comparison beam (Fig. 3.1). To optimise for faint images the
wedge density is increased but in any case the faintest half-
magnitude may be subject to systematic errors.
The errors and techniques of photographic photometry have been
treated by Weaver (1962) and Argue (op.cit.) and some of these will
now be discussed.
(a) There will he an error in equating the intensities of trans¬
mitted and comparison beam due to the finite resolution of the
comparison device, a photomultiplier. To minimise this error, it
is necessary to minimise the sensitivity of the iris reading to
transmitted luminosity, i.e. if Aq is the error in iris reading,
Aq = ——— A log L = min
d log L
where A logL is the minimum resolvable luminosity ratio, which is




Argue finds this condition to be satisfied in the outer regions
of the image, where the density is low but rising rapidly towards the
centre thus it is necessary to arrange the photometer zero point as
defined by the wedge setting so that the iris just circles the image
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for the faintest stars, in which case for the bright stars the iris
perimeter will be just inside the edge of the image, but not too
close to the centre.
(b) Centring errors result from incorrect positioning of the image
in the iris. The procedure for centring is to define the centre as
that position which gives maximum iris reading, thus if the image is
scanned in two dimensions, the maximum reading is taken as the "true"
reading. Repeated measurement of the same image shows centring error
to be unimportant as long as a consistent procedure, such as the above,
is adopted. This procedure may also be used for distorted images, due
to trailing, flexure, etc. although with slightly less justification.
(c) Due to the finite size of the photographic grains, statistical
fluctuations occur in the density which leads to random errors in the
measured iris reading, i.e. a random variation from plate to plate.
Argue finds that this can lead to large errors in the results so it is
necessary to optimise one's statistics by increasing the number of
grains measured so it is found that the optimum setting agrees with
that found in (a), i.e. iris just cutting into image edge.
(d) Background variations can affect results of iris photometry
appreciably as stellar images projected on backgrounds of high surface
brightness \tfill give a higher iris reading than an identical image on
a low brightness area. If background variations are small, no explicit
account need be taken if standard stars are situated at random in the
measured region as background variations will be calibrated out and a
mean background will remain. However, if large background variations
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are present due to rapidly varying unresolved star distribution
or nebulosity it is possible to correct systematically. Ahmed et al.
(1965) calibrated the background effect photoelectrically. Assuming
photoelectric observations are corrected for background, one can find
the difference between photoelectric and fitted photographic magni¬
tudes and find the dependence on iris readings obtained for the back¬
ground near the image alone. Having thus calibrated the background
effect, photographic values can be corrected in proportion to the
nearby fog reading.
Weaver (1962) discusses an uncalibrated approximate procedure
using the same principle. One measure's the iris diameter for a star
with fog, D, for the fog alone, d , and for the 'average' fog on the
r
plate d , and then corrects the iris diameter according toF
d2 = D2 - (d/ - d/)
where d is the diameter that would be obtained with average fog.
A third procedure involves resetting the iris zero point each
time the background changes to maintain the background iris reading
constant. This will affect a partial compensation in that one is
measuring the difference between background and star plus background
and essentially corresponds to the method of Weaver for small values
of d - d , i.e. for small variations in fog.
F F'
None of these methods can be considered completely satisfactory
and for accurate photometry it is essential to obtain standards through¬
out the measured region and, if necessary, to obtain a set of standard
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for each of several smaller regions and draw a calibration curve
for each. In the Small Magellanic Cloud, large variations occur in
the density of faint stars in the Bar of the Galaxy so that it is
necessary to establish a standard sequence in each cluster measured
or to choose clusters lying in areas of low background star density.
The latter course was chosen in the present investigation.
This problem also puts constraints on the regions of any given
cluster that may be measured as the centre is generally saturated and
the regions near the centre will have a high background density. One
is thus forced to compromise between the desire for a large sample of
cluster members and choosing stars that are measurable. It is possible
to eliminate field stars in certain situations through proper motions,
radial velocities, multi-colour photometry, or statistical subtraction.
However, in the case of faint photometry of clusters in the SMC, radial
velocities are unobtainable due to the faintness of the stars, proper
motions will not discriminate field stars in the SMC nor even halo
Galaxy stars, all showing zero proper motions. One is thus forced to
choose clusters for measurement which are in relatively uncrowded
regions of the SMC, i.e. well away from the Bar. Thus halo clusters
are particularly well suited for faint photographic photometry. The
situation can also be improved by increasing the plate scale, allowing
a closer approach to the cluster centre. For photometry of faint
sources it is thus essential to use a large aperture telescope, the
4-m AAT proving admirable.
Another method of coping with contamination by field stars in.
BV photometry is to sample the objects at varying distances from the
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cluster centre. One can thus determine which regions of the C-M
diagram are occupied by field stars and interpret the results
accordingly. A quantitative estimate of the field star contamination
can be obtained by star counts at varying distances from the cluster
centre. Assuming a constant surface density of field stars and a
suitable model for the cluster density as a function of radial dist¬
ance allows the field star density to be calculated. One can then
determine the number of field stars to be expected in the photometric¬
ally measured areas and subtract these from the observed C-M diagram.
(e) Misidentification, variable stars etc. can lead to measurements
which are very different on different plates, and can be discovered
and removed by measuring several plates in each colour and systematic¬
ally comparing each plate with the others and with the mean of them
all. This procedure is also necessary to average out plate errors,
such as the fluctuation error discussed above, and also averages out
measurement errors, although this could be achieved by simply remeasur-
ing a single plate.
Output and Data Reduction.
The output from the Becker iris photometer of the ROE is written
to a Texas Instruments Silent 700 terminal where two copies are made.
The primary copy is simple line printer output while the second is on
cassette magnetic tape for reading into a computer. Due to the fact
that no accessible computer was equipped with a cassette reader, the
secondary output was read onto paper tape via a teletype and read into
a computer in this form.
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The computer used for all data processing was the ERCC 4-75
twin machine in multi-access mode, known as EMAS (Edinburgh Multi-
Access System). All input was checked and edited after reading into
the computer, partly because the photometer readout produces much
spurious output and partly because of corruption in the data transfer
to computer, the primary line-printer output being used for corrections.
A suite of programmes was written to convert iris readings into magni¬
tudes, which process will now be described.
The first programme, DATAED, edits the raw data and sorts the
images into three categories, standard stars, programme stars and those
to be ignored, by means of a single character read in at the time of
measurement, viz. 0, 1, 2 respectively. The list of standards and the
list of programme stars are output to two files and used as input to
the next programme, POLYEIT, which fits a polynomial of order up to 4
to the iris reading/magnitude data and transforms the programme star
data into magnitudes. One output from this programme is a table of
values for the best fit calibration curve along with the standard star
data. This is input to a programme, CALGRA, which plots both sets of
data on a graph. This graph, Fig. 3.2, is used to check for bad data
points and to ensure the acceptability of the fit.
Having obtained a set of magnitudes for all the stars of interest
on a single plate it is required to combine the data together to form
averaged magnitudes in each filter and colours. This is performed by
DAT0UT2 which finds average values for B and V, colours B-V and evaluates
rms errors for each plate by comparing B with the value for each plate
individually, according to a procedure due to Penston and Cannon (1970).
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This programme also outputs the V, B-V data in a form suitable for
graph plotting by CMDPLOT, which plots a colour-magnitude diagram.
At each stage of this process the data are checked to ensure
that no errors are created in the computations and that all results
are reasonable.
3.3 The St Andrews Photometer
In order to set up a calibrating sequence for bright stars and
to provide a zero point for electronographic photometry, the St Andrews
photometer was used on the 1-m telescope at the South African Astronom¬
ical Observatory. A description of this instrument may be found in
Kelly (1977) so in the present context only a few salient points will
be noted. The photometer is semi-automated in that it may be pro¬
grammed by inserting keys in appropriate slots and the user can define
a sequence of measurements composed of integrations on either star or
sky and in each of up to five filters. Having finished a series of
observations through different filters the sequence stops to allow the
observer to switch from star to sky or vice versa, the sequence being
restarted when the telescope is repositioned.
The system is a photon-counting one and results are displayed in
the form of counts which may be read in real time. A hard copy is
produced on a teletype and on punched tape. Results were reduced at
the observatory in Capetown using the software written by A.J. Penny,
which corrects raw data for atmospheric absorption and colour equation
in the system. . '
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Limitations of the telescope/photometer combination are of two
hinds, photon statistics and image location. Due to inaccuracies
in the R.A. drive of the telescope a large aperture must be used,
11 and 14 arc seconds being typical. For any given sky brightness
there exists a stellar magnitude for which the flux from the star
is so much smaller than that from the sky that integration times are
prohibitively long. This limitation is clearly much more stringent
where large apertures are used. Location of images is achieved by
inserting a prism into the main beam, bypassing the photometer and
viewing through an image intensifier. Hence there exists also an
absolute limit to the faintness of objects which can be detected,
and hence observed.
The former of these limits depends strongly on sky brightness
and demands that observations be made at a dark site and at the dark
phase of the Moon. The second limit depends sensitively on seeing,
a decrease of 50% in image point spread leading to objects at least
one magnitude fainter becoming visible. Thus optimum conditions for
good, faint, photoelectric photometry are clear skies, dark sky, no
Moon and small seeing disc.
3.4 Electronography
The aim of this project is to obtain photometry of faint stars
on deep AAT plates so it is necessary to obtain a faint sequence of
standard stars in the field of these plates in order to calibrate the
response of the photographic emulsion. As explained in the previous
section, photoelectric photometry on a small telescope is only possible
for bright stars. To obtain a faint sequence, the McMullan electrono-
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graphic camera was used, also on the 1 m telescope at SAAO.
Electronography seeks to convert the incident light from a
star field into an electron beam which is then allowed to impinge
on a nuclear emulsion, which forms a developable track. The
advantage of electronographic detectors is that, in principle,
their response is linear, i.e. the output, which is the photographic
density of the developed image, is a linear function of the incident
light level. Thus stellar magnitudes may be determined by measuring
the density in an image over a raster and to integrate, or to fit a
model profile and thus to find the density volume for the image.
This quantity is proportional to the total flux of the image since
F = I dA a D dA 3.1
R
where R is a suitable chosen raster area, thus by definition of
the magnitude:
m = const - 2.5 log F = const - 2.5 log D dA 3.2
R
and magnitude can be determined for all images on a plate to within
a zero point. This zero point can be fixed by measuring a sample
of stars photoelectrically. Thus all images on a plate may be
measured, and in particular faint images can be measured just as
easily as bright ones which is the crucial reason for employing
electronography. The linearity of the electronographic process is
discussed in Walker and Kron (1967), Walker (1974), Penny (1975) and
Hawkins (1977).
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The instrument used in the present investigation is the RGO
electronographic camera, described by McMullan et al. (1972) and
McMullan and Powell (1976). A schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 3.3.
This design represents an improvement over earlier systems in having
a larger field of view, viz. 4 cm diameter. A mica window is required
to protect the pKotoca-tlioie frorn nucJear emulsion reaction products,
and the pressure gradient which this window can withstand determines
the maximum diameter and hence the maximum field of view. The RGO
camera has a small pressure gradient across the window by maintaining
a low pressure in the film chamber with a gate valve to allow insertion
and extraction of the film, thus allowing a larger window to be used.
Measurement of electronographic films was performed using the
COSMOS automatic measuring machine at the Royal Observatory Edinburgh,
and data reduction effected through a suite of programmes written by
M.R.S. Hawkins.
COSMOS is a high speed automatic microphotometer providing a
step size of 8 or 16 p and an illuminating spot size of 8 p in
principle but 25 ym in practice. A discussion of this instrument may
be found in Pratt (1977), but for the present purpose the
following points are important. For increased measuring speed, the
illumination is provided by a cathode ray tube whose spot is scanned
over a phosphor by electric fields. The width of a scan, called the
lane width, contains 128 pixels and the CRT moves down a lane at a
uniform velocity, the spot being constrained to lie in an orthogonal
scan by appropriate fields.
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Fig. 3.3 RGO electronographic camera.
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Detection and signal output are effected by a photomultiplier
tube. A small computer directs the operation and data is written
to magnetic tape which may be accessed by user software. The analogue
output signal is digitised into 128 transmission levels and the
3
dynamic range is a factor of 10 in transmission or a range of 3 in
photographic density. This is a serious constraint for electrono-
graphy as will be discussed later.
For measurement the films are placed between glass sheets and
measured in the normal way, as for a photographic plate. Each film
is measured in transmission at 8 ym steps in the COSMOS mapping mode,
and the data are written to magnetic tape for off-line reduction.
Use of COSMOS has two principal advantages over other measuring
machines, such as PDS. Firstly the speed of COSMOS is such that
measurement of an entire film can be performed in approximately 10
minutes, which is short enough that any secular instabilities in
the machine may be ignored, contrary to the situation with conventional
measuring machines, which can exhibit considerable drift during a
measuring run. The second advantage of COSMOS is also related to speed
and involves the problem of correcting for inhomogeneities in the
photocathode sensitivity which appear as a background variation on
the developed film. To correct for this effect one exposes a film
to uniform illumination, either in the laboratory or at the telescope,
maps the resulting density pattern onto the star plate and corrects
the measurement of density at any point on the star plate according
to the density at the corresponding point on the sky plate. To aid
the mapping between plates, fiducial marks are provided on the photo-
cathode .
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The speed of COSMOS allows the entire sky plate to be
measured so that corrections can be found off line to any point in
the field, allowing greater flexibility in the choice of stars to be
measured.
The first step in reduction of data is the production of a
map of the area of interest in the form of a two dimensional array
giving the density at each pixel as a single digit. A list of images
can then be drawn up taking into account such factors, as image quality,
background variations, machine saturation etc. Another advantage of
using COSMOS is that faint images can be found much more easily from
the digital map than by visual inspection of the film.
Having selected a set of images of interest a block of data is
extracted from the magnetic tape store corresponding to the area
around each image, and also the data for the corresponding area on
the sky plate is extracted. To obtain magnitudes these data are now
input to a further programme which integrates up the density in the
image and also fits a standard profile to the data and outputs the
corresponding magnitudes. The profile fitted is a two dimensional
Gaussian and the parameters fitted for are central coordinates,
height and standard deviation, width in each of the X and Y directions.
Cathode sensitivity corrections are effected by simply integrating the
density over an array concentric with the image on the sky plate and
subtracting the magnitude for sky from that for star, i.e.
m = m - 2.5 log Id. gKy 3.3
l
where m and m are the corrected and uncorrected magnitudes, and
c u
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Di SKY the density on the skY Plate at point i.
Having obtained electronographic magnitudes, what remains is
to find the transformation from these to a standard photometric
system which is achieved by measuring images with known magnitudes
and fitting electronographic to standard magnitudes by least squares
variation of such parameters as zero point. This aspect of the
technique will be discussed in Chapter 4, which deals with the
general problem of setting up a standard photometric sequence.
3.5 AAT Twin Channel Photoelectric Photometer
5a General
This instrument, designed and built at Mount Stromlo Observatory
and described in the AAT Observers Guide is basically a conventional
photoelectric photometer which has been designed to make efficient
use of the excellent setting and tracking facilities of the AAT and
to be run by the AAT's Instrument Central System.
The photometer essentially consists of two single-channel
photometers working in parallel and simultaneously. Thus in normal
operation one channel is used to observe the object of interest and
the other is used to observe a nearby patch of sky. After an inte¬
gration the channels are interchanged and the integration repeated
in order to transform away possible differences in the response of
the two photomultipliers.
5b Geometry of the Photometer
Fig. 3.4 shows an illustration of the layout of the twin photo¬
meter (Fig. 4.6 in Guide). The entire instrument rotates about an
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Fig. 3.4 Schematic diagram of AAT twin photometer.
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axis coincident with the optical axis of the telescope in accordance
with the scheme in Fig. 3.5. There are sixteen allowed orientations,
separated by 22°|, with NS numbered 1 and 9.
The light that finally reaches the photomultiplier is determined
by the orientation of the filter wheel and aperture wheel and by that
of the photometer as a whole. The filter wheel contains matched pairs
of filters, diametrically opposite filters being identical, either
standard or user supplied. The aperture wheel also contains matched
pairs in opposite locations with a range of apertures as given in
table 3.3.
Photomultipliers supplied are ITT FW-130 and FW-118 with S20
and SI photocathodes respectively.
A sliding mirror may be placed in the main beam and viewed by
eye at the Cassegrain focus or by remote TV acquisition system in the
control room.
5c Preparing an Observing Run
The photometer design is such as to allow the user to specify
some very simple properties of the photons he ultimately counts, viz.
area of sky integrated over, wavelength and place of origin. Thus
when the observer arrives at the telescope he must be able to specify
the filter and aperture he requires and the orientation on the sky of
his sky-object axis, as defined by one of the positions in Fig. 3.5.
In choosing an appropriate sky hole one is constrained by the allowed
orientations which are discrete, and by the unique separation for any
given aperture, as shown in table 3.3. It is thus necessary to plan
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N
ig. 3.5 Arrangement of rotator positions.
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TABLE 3.3
Ap. Ap. sizes Sepn.
1 .672 mm .672 mm 4.80mm
2 .973 .972 4.82
3 1.398 1.393 4.88
4 1.953 1.951 4.86
5 2.802 2.809 5.32
6 3.948 3.943 8.44
7 5.609 5.614 8.40













an observing run carefully and to approach the telescope having a
set of accurate coordinates, aperture numbers and orientations
satisfactory for any seeing conditions.
To this end a procedure was developed using the TV Zeiss blink
comparator at the Royal Observatory Edinburgh. A virtual diagram of
the aperture wheel was drawn and reduced photographically to the
form of a positive transparency, i.e. a set of dark rings on a trans¬
parent film. The diagram may be called virtual in that only apertures
of uniform diameter are used in any single representation, so one has
16 identical circles at appropriate distances from the centre, corres¬
ponding to 16 allowed sky holes about an image, whereas on the actual
aperture wheel there are only two apertures of any given diameter,
also the centre of the diagram corresponds to the image so the radius
is equal to the diameter of the aperture wheel. Having chosen an
aperture diameter the corresponding representation of the aperture
wheel is reduced to the appropriate size, and viewed simultaneously
with a photographic plate of the area of interest through different
channels of the TV Zeiss. One can then place the centre of the
diagram on the star to be measured and choose a clear sky hole from
those available. This method is very quick and efficient, especially
where large numbers of images are involved. Obviously a different
overlay is required for each aperture size and in general one must
find a different sky position for each aperture, also one must prepare
several apertures in order to have one appropriate to the seeing
conditions.
All the data required to specify an observing programme are
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punched onto cards and read into the instrument control computer and
from this point on all observing is performed by the user issuing
instructions via a VDU. In addition, the information on cards may
be edited, to take into account changing circumstances, via the VDU.
To initiate a measurement cycle the control programme requests an
image, the observer responds with an image name and asks the night
assistant to set the telescope. This last step will eventually be
automated by linking the telescope control computer and the instru¬
ment control computer. At the time of use, however, the instrument
control programme simply displayed the coordinates of the image,
transformed to a suitable system to take account of refraction,
precession, etc. which were then dictated to the night assistant.
Having set on the image, the centring is checked via the
Cassegrain TV acquisition system, and the cycle is resumed by the
observer. While photons are being counted the programme displays all
the parameters describing the state of the photometer at that time,
so the observer knows exactly what he is measuring. In addition, an
approximate magnitude is calculated quickly and displayed after each
integration so the observer can keep track of the objects he measures
and their magnitudes. When the image has been observed through each
of the filters specified, the sky is observed by one of two mechanisms.
The simpler option is to translate the telescope so that the sky hole
appears in the channel previously occupied by the image while the
other channel moves onto the image. Thus one is employing two sky
positions, symmetrically disposed on either side of the image. If
one cannot find two suitable patches of clear sky but only one, the
second option may be employed, viz. to rotate the photometer through
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180 , thus interchanging image and sky in the two channels. This
second is very slow compared to the first and is prohibitively
inefficient unless integration times are of the order of 15 minutes,
i.e. for faint stars, but generally it is only required for faint
stars in any case.
As well as being twice as efficient as a conventional single
channel photometer, the AAT twin photometer has several very important
advantages over earlier designs. As discussed in the section on the
St Andrews photometer, the limits to measurement of faint sources are
set by three factors, (1) detection, (2) photon statistics, and
(3) availability of sky positions. The AAT twin photometer helps
enormously in extending the limits imposed by these constraints by
having TV acquisition, very accurate tracking and a rotating photo¬
meter and aperture wheel.
The AAT TV acquisition system allows integration of the signal
coming from a patch of sky surrounding the image for up to 20s,
allowing very faint sources to be detected. In the present work
sources with B = 21 were found easily with an integration time of 5s.
Improving photon statistics can be achieved by decreasing the
contribution to the photon count by the surrounding sky, i.e. by
using a small aperture. The aperture which may be used is constrained,
however, by the image point spread function, or seeing disc, and by
the accuracy of the telescope's tracking. The tracking of the AAT is
accurate to a fraction of an arc seco rd so one can employ a much
smaller aperture for given seeing than for many less advanced tele¬
scopes. Another improvement to the photon statistics is obviously
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effected by the large (3.9 m) aperture of the telescope, with
1 photon per second being detected through the standard B filter
from a star with B = 24. Table 3.4 shows the integration times
required to accumulate sufficient counts to give statistical
accuracy of approximately 5% or ?05 i.e.
/NSKY 4
= .05 =>N * 10
N
STAR
The use of a drilled aperture wheel makes location of a sky
position arbitrarily accurate since they are chosen from deep
photographic plates, whereas with conventional photometers, sky
positions are either chosen by observing through the main telescope
beam with the naked eye or using an offset head. The former of these
is unsatisfactory because of the limit to resolution of- faint objects
while the second is very inefficient because of the time involved.
With the twin photometer one can switch star and sky in 30 seconds
with the sky known to be free of faint objects.
Output from the photometer takes several forms. The primary
hard copy is on line printer, recording identifications, integration
times, photon counts etc. As mentioned earlier, a running output also
appears on the observer's VDU. There is also a telescope control
computer output on line printer, recording the state of the telescope
at each integration which is useful for checking later that one had
the correct object in the aperture. Finally, a magnetic tape record
identical to the line printer output from the instrument control










A FAINT PHOTOMETRIC SEQUENCE
In this chapter the results of several approaches to
establishing a standard photometric sequence for calibrating photo¬
graphic plates are discussed. Firstly original results are presented
and accuracy discussed, then these are combined with existing data
to produce what is believed to be the best available deep sequence in
this area of the sky. Data used, apart from original work, are due
to Professor S.C.B. Gascoigne (private communication) and M.F. Walker
(1970).
Results of original work are presented in sections (1) to (3)
which discuss data from the St Andrews photometer, electronography
and the AAT respectively.
4.1 Bright Star Photometry
The basic photometric sequence of brighter stars was set up
using the 1 m reflector at Sutherland, and the St Andrews photometer
on 11th - 19th October 1977. This period was in the first quarter
of the lunar month so the Moon was present for the early part of the
night. Bright stars (7 <. V <L 13) were measured during the first part
of the night and faint stars (13 £ V 1 17) observed during the dark,
late part. The measurements were transformed into the UBVRI standard
system via the secondary standards of Cousins in the SMC, of Arp in
the SMC (Arp, 1958a) and of Cannon in 47 Tuc (Cannon, 1974). On most
nights, an aperture of 11 arc seconds was used and this required-an
integration time of 60s for the faint stars, while 10s was adequate
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for bright objects. Brighter images were observed through each of
five filters, UBVR and I, while fainter stars were observed in UBV
and R. Table 4.1 shows the results of this photometric programme,
with Fig. 4.1 showing a finding chart for these bright stars. The
coordinates of all of these objects can be found in Appendix I.
The final column in Table 4.1 gives the number of observations of
each star in B and V while the numbers in parenthesis indicate the
internal dispersion (standard deviation) in hundredths of a magnitude
for those objects with more than one measure.
4.2 Electronography
Since the stars to be measured on the AAT plates are faint, it
is necessary to establish a photometric sequence which is considerably
fainter than can be provided by a I'm telescope. The McMullan electrono-
graphic camera was therefore used to extend the 1 m sequence. Since,
in principle, the electronographic process is linear, one simply needs
to determine the zero point of an electronographic sequence by fitting
to one photoelectric star. However, in the light of uncertainty as to
whether the system to be employed was performing correctly or not, it
was decided to establish a substantial photoelectric sequence to check
the linearity of the electrcmography, for which purpose the 1 m obser¬
vations were made. The electronographic observations made turned out
to be non-linear, as illustrated by Fig. 4.2, which shows the electrono¬
graphic magnitude obtained via the measurement and reduction process
described in 3.4. These results are very similar to those obtained by
Hawkins (1979) in that the slope of the relation is not unity, as one
would expect,.but it is still a straight line in so far as can be
ascertained. Following a suggestion of M.R.S. Hawkins, it was assumed
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1 m Photoelectric Sequence
V B-V U-B V-R V-I
11.38(1) 1.02(1) .73(2) .55(1) 1.09(2)
13.08(1) 1.02(2) .82(3) .54(1) 1.00
16.35 .63 -.06 .36
15.35 .53 -.03 .32
13.42(3) .55(1) .00(4) .31(1) .70
14.63(2) .95(1) .59(2) .51(1)
15.75(5) .74(2) .27(8) .41(4)
11.86(2) .56(2) .00(2) .33(1) .67(1)
15.24(4) .89(1) .60 .50
16.28(4) .28(1) .09 .15
14.89(4) .21(1) .18(2) .11(2)
11.05(2) .57(2) -.04(1) .35(2) .67
16.15(1) 1.33(1) 1.01 .89
16.66(5) 1.74(2) .98 .95
16.94 1.74 1.00 .89
17.00 1.40 .55 .84
12.54(2) .61(2) .04(2) .36(2) .69
16.84 1.66 .91 .85
16.74 .78 .24 .44
16.81 .61
10.66(3) .53(1) .03(2) .30(1) .60
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that the response of the electronographic system was such that the
relation between electronographic magnitude and photoelectric magni¬
tude was a straight line but of a slope different from unity. There
is no simple physical effect that would give rise to such a relation
(Hawkins, 1979) but it is certainly consistent with the data. Thus
one is essentially calibrating the electronographic magnitude for
bright stars and transforming magnitudes for faint stars from the
electronographic system to the standard system. Thus a least squares
best fit straight line was found to the calibration data as in Fig. 4.2
for each electronographic plate. Two deep plates in each of B and V
were measured and several short exposure plates to test the linearity
assumption near the plate limit. Fig. 4.3 shows the calibration graph
for a 30 minute exposure with plate limit V~19. It can be seen that
the relation, although not of slope one, is straight to quite near the
plate limit.
Having corrected for response, the electronographic magnitudes
were then compared with those of Walker (1970) in K3 via photographic
plates. To effect this comparison, Walker's sequence was used to
calibrate the response of the photographic plate and magnitudes were
then found for stars in the present sequence from their iris readings.
The results of this comparison are shown in Figs. 4.4a and b, where
it is clear that there is reasonable agreement in B but a systematic
difference in V at the faint end. Figs. 4.5a and b show the results
of a comparison of electronographic magnitudes on different plates,
both corrected for response. The agreement between different plates
is good which implies that if the present electronography is at fault,
the error is repeatable from plate to plate.
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Fig. 4.2 Electronographic magnitude versus photoelectric magnitude.
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Fig. 4.3 As Fig. 4.2 for a short exposure plate.







Given this position of having two electronographic sequences
disagreeing at the faint end it was felt to be desirable to resolve
the conflict by employing a more conventional and reliable technique.
To that end, the twin channel photoelectric photometer on the 3.9 m
Anglo-Australian Telescope was used.
4.3 Faint Photoelectric Photometry
The twin channel photoelectric photometer at the AAT was
employed on 7th - 9th September 1978 to set up a faint photometric
sequence in B and V. An aperture of 7 arc seconds was used for all
observations and integration times as given in Table 4.2 were used.
The last column in Table 4.2 gives the approximate number of photons
detected at each magnitude.
Since the sequence was to be used for calibration of photo¬
graphic plates and in view of the limited amount of time available,
it was felt appropriate to measure as many stars as possible with
limited statistical accuracy rather than count a large number of
photons on a few stars. Thus the integration times were chosen on
the basis of magnitudes derived electronographically to give
/ ^qi/v m 4 .
0 = "—01X1 = .05 N a 10 photons per integration,STAR
NiNSTAR
i.e. so that the standard error of the sky counts is much smaller
than the star count. Only B and V filters were used, these filters
being supplied with the instrument.
Since the instrument had not been used previously for BV photo¬






















the "colour equation" via the observed standard stars, which were
those measured on the 1 m telescope. Fig. 4.6 shows the colour
equation, i.e. the differences (B-V) - (B-V)T„pn, and V - VSTD INST STD INST
plotted against (B-V)• Colour equations were adopted as follows:
STD VINST °'°3 ^ ^INST 4-1
^B-V^STD ~ 1-11 ^B-V)INST ~ 0-04 4-2
Table 4.3 gives the final magnitudes corrected for colour equations
and differential extinction.
This sequence was used to define the zero point of the photo¬
metric sequences of Walker (1970) and Gascoigne as described in
section 3.4.
Figures 4.7a and b show the relation between electronographic
magnitude and photoelectric magnitude of those stars with both
measurements. It is seen that the electronographic sequence of
section 4.2 agrees with the faint photoelectric sequence in B but the
two diverge in V, thus it is the present electronographic sequence
which is in error, not that of Walker. No explanation is immediately
apparent as to why the electronographic process employed has failed.
Possibilities are numerous,among them a faulty emulsion batch and
incorrect reduction procedure seem the most likely, since it seems
unlikely that the photocathode could be non-linear and the measuring
machine, COSMOS in this case, is working within its dynamical range.
No further attempt xrns made to trace the source of error since a deep
photoelectric sequence coupled with Walker's deeper electronographic
A(B-V)
INST
Fig. 4.6 Colour equation of AAT photoelectric sequence.
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sequence made these new electronographic observations redundant.
4.4 Combination of Sequences
Figures 4.8a and b give the relation between the photoelectric
AAT sequence and Walker's electronographic sequence and show satis¬
factory agreement at all magnitudes thus confirming the fact that
Walker's electronographic process was linear. Figure 4.8 was drawn
in the same way as Fig. 4.4, i.e. by measuring both sequences on a
photographic plate and, using Walker's sequence as calibration, find¬
ing the magnitude for each star in the photoelectric sequence and
plotting the two magnitudes together. Only stars from Walker's
sequence were used which were clear of the centre of K3.
A further set of photometric data in this region of the SMC is
that of Gascoigne (1978) which are also AAT twin photoelectric photo¬
meter data. Since Walker used only a small number of photoelectric
standards to define the zero point of his electronographs and, in
addition there is a rather large dispersion in his brighter measures,
the zero point of this sequence is quite uncertain. In fact the zero
points were set with reference to the resultant colour-magnitude
diagram (Walker, 1970). Gascoigne's AAT measures are also uncertain
in zero point so it was felt necessary to determine the zero points
of these data by reference to the AAT sequence presented in the
previous section, which will in future be called the Stewart—Cannon
sequence. Since no stars are common to Stewart—Cannon and either
of the others, comparison must be done via a photographic plate.
Although unsatisfactory from several points of view, e.g. the possi¬
bility of transfer errors and the higher photometric dispersion
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BPE
Fig. 4.8 Walker's magnitude versus AAT photoelectric sequence,
via photographic transfer.
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associated with a photographic plate, this approach has several
advantages in the present context. Because of the large scatter
in Walker's electronographic sequence, especially at the bright end,
it is important to tie down the zero point with a statistically
reasonable number of stars, which in this case is approximately twenty.
This is difficult photoelectrically but easy via a photograph. Also,
in view of the large dispersion, the spread induced by the photograph
is negligible. Thus all available stars were measured in the sequences
of Walker, Stewart-Cannon and Gascoigne and the region of overlap of
Stewart-Cannon with the other two individually was used to fix the
zero point in each of B and V by adjusting the magnitudes by a uniform
amount until the mean calibration lines overlapped, i.e. by minimizing
the magnitude difference between the sequences at a given iris reading.
The results of this process are shown in Tables 4.4 and'4.5 and are
expressed in the following equations for Walker's sequence:
N°RTH: Bsc = Bw Vsc = Vw - 0.03 4.3
SOUTH: Bgc = \ ~ °-07 Vsc = VW " 0,06 4-4
and for Gascoigne's sequence:
B = B„ - 0.08 4.5
SC G __
V = V - 0.10 4.6
SC G
The data in Tables 4.4 and 4.5 are the magnitudes of Walker and
of Gascoigne respectively transformed into the system defined by the
Stewart-Cannon sequence which is believed to be reliable in both zero

































































59 __ 19.19 19.97
60 16.47 17.96


















































in future for all plate calibration and are regarded as the best
available photometric sequence in the area.
To summarise this chapter; a bright photoelectric sequence
was established in the western region of the SMC and used to calibrate
a set of electronographic plates. The magnitudes derived from these
plates were found to differ systematically from those of Walker so
faint photoelectric observations were made on the AAT which resolved
the conflict in favour of Walker's sequence. The zero point of
Walker's sequence, which is considerably fainter and more extensive
was then fixed by comparison with the photoelectric sequence, as was
the sequence of Gascoigne. All these sequences were then combined





Photographic photometry was carried out on the objects listed
in Table 5.1 and shown in Fig. 5.1. Finding charts for individual
objects are presented in Appendix 2 along with magnitudes. The fourth
column in Table 5.1 shows the number of plates in each of B and V
measured and column 5 the number of images whose magnitudes were
obtained.
An assessment of the errors in the photometry can be obtained
by intercomparing magnitudes from different plates for the same
object. This has been done for the data on NGC152 regions 3A,B,
4A,B, for which four measures in each of B and V exist. The procedure
of Penston and Cannon (1970) was applied to the B magnitudes and the
results are shown in Table 5.2 for where a-j.57l the standard
error of a single measurement on plate 1571 and is defined by
°15712 ■ 7-^T - Bi571>23(N-3) i=l
where B. is the mean over all four plates for star i. This formula
i
has allocated equal weight to all plates, which assumes they are of
equal quality which is only approximately true. Column 3 gives the
mean magnitude difference between the magnitudes from plate 1571 and










Fig. 5.1 Map of SMC showing objects measured.
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TABLE 5.1











Field A 00 32
Field B 00 17


















B ai571 <B-B.> ai571
18 - 18.5 .11 .04 .10
18.5 - 19 .09 .04 .07
19 - 19.5 .16 .08 .12
19.5-20 .16 .11 .10
20 - 20.5 .18 .12 / .11
20.5 - 21 .15 .10 .12
21 - 21.5 .2 -.008 .2
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TABLE 5.3
17.5 - 18 .05
18 - 18.5 .04
18.5 - 19 .05
19 - 19.5 .07
19.5-20 .07
20 - 20.5 .06
20.5 - 21 .06
21 - 21.5 .08
21.5 - 22 .10
22 - 22.5 .12
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sets of data. When this systematic effect is removed, the dispersion
is reduced to the figure in column 4. The systematic difference
between different plates can most readily be attributed to photometer
drift during measurement which was a problem when these data were
obtained, hence the great importance of averaging over several plates.
Later measurements were less affected by photometer drift as can be
seen by comparing the two sets of measures available of stars in K3.
Table 5.3 shows the standard error of a single measurement in B for
the K3 data. All objects measured after K3 were measured on one pair
of plates only.
5.2 NGC152
Four concentric annuli were drawn round the cluster and the
inner two, excluding the centre, were, observed completely while
only a sector was observed in annuli 3 and 4. Table 5.4 gives the
number of images in each region, with 3 and 4 combined, along with the
same data for K3. Figs. 5.2a, b and c show the resulting C-M diagrams.
It is immediately clear that all three are very similar and since the
tidal radius of the cluster is approximately 1 arcmin the outer regions
are largely composed of surrounding field stars, thus it appears that
field and cluster are composed of similar stars. Two important groups
of stars can be identified in the C-M diagrams, a group of faint blue
objects at V > 20, B-V - .2 and a group at V = 19, B-V = .8. The
surface density of each group was determined by counting each type of
star and these are given in Table 5.5, along with the surface density
of objects brighter than B = 19.5, a small number of which appear in
regions 3 and 4. The first point to be noted from Table 5.5 is the
106 -
TABLE 5.4
Object Reg. Inner Rad. Area m-jS-|e5 . No. of ImagesTidal Rad. &
.2 .
arcmm arcmm arcmm
NGC152 1 1.2 4 1 271
2 1.8 4.6 224
3,4 4.1 12 275
K3 1 .7 3 2 236
2 1.2 10.6 412
Lll 1 .8 2
L12 1 .4 .5
L13 1 .7 1.5
Field A 7






Faint Blue GB Clump Young
. -2
arcmm
Reg. 1 23 22
Reg. 2 21 17
Regs. 3 & 4 9 9 .7

































































rapid fall in surface density of both main stellar groups, thus
establishing that the similarity of field and cluster is not due to
pollution of cluster samples by field objects, which is a serious
problem when dealing with such compact clusters at great distances.
Secondly, the two principal groups of stars decay in surface density
at similar rates which again shows that the ratio of blue to red
stars is similar in field and cluster. This result also shows that
the blue and red stars belong together and are part of the same
stellar population, i.e. are of the same age.
The most natural interpretation of these observations is that
NGC152 is similar to the galactic open cluster NGC2477 (Hirfvitk et al.,
1972) i.e. the red stars form a giant branch clump while the faint blue
stars are the top of an evolved main-sequence with turn-off lumin¬
osity and colour = +1, B-V = .2, as for NGC2477. Also the colour
of the giant branch clump agrees approximately with that of NGC2477.
S
Patenaude (1978) calculates the age of NGC2477 as 8 x 10 years, thus
NGC152 and its surrounding field seems to consist of a homogeneous
8
stellar population of age 8 x 10 years. The fact that the bright
limit to the blue stars is so well defined indicates that the age of
the population is well defined. Table 5.6 shows integrated photo¬
metry for NGC152 and K3 (from Alcaino, 1978) and for several galactic
open clusters and individual stars from open clusters. Although no
integrated photometry is available for a cluster of similar age to
NGC2477, it is clear that the observed colours of NGC152 are consist¬
ent with the colours of individual objects in NGC2477, especially







NGC7789 Incomplete .71 .19
NGC7789 Complete .62 .07
Typical T.O. Star
in NGC2420 .4 -.03
Typical T.O. Star






McClure et al. (1974)
Hartwick et al. (1972)
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and B nearly so, so that one expects the integrated U-B of a
9
population 10 years old to be similar to that of a main—sequence
turn—off star, which is what one observes in NGC152. Thus integrated
photometry of NGC152 corroborates the interpretation that it is of
9
age approximately 10 years.
The small number of blue objects brighter than B = 19.5 in
Fig. 5.2x seems to be the main-sequence belonging to a younger
population in the general field but at a much lower'surface density
than the NGC152 population.
An important point to note is the slight discrepancy in
absolute magnitude of the important stellar groups in NGC152 compared
to those in NGC2477. A difference of approximately exists between
the absolute magnitude of the giant clump in NGC152, assuming a
distance modulus of 19.3, and that of NGC2477 derived by Hartwick
et al. (1972). This may be due to the distance modulus of the SMC
being too large, to NGC152 lying nearer to the Sun than the main body
of the SMC, or to incorrect distance modulus for NGC2477. A differ¬
ence in metallicity may also be the cause, this being consistent
with the observed colours of the giant branch clump, B-V = .75 in
the case of NGC152, cf. 0.-9-in NGC2477. Hartwick et al. also report
NGC2477 to be enhanced in heavy elements by a factor 1.5 compared to
the Hyades. This latter is felt to be the most likely explanation of
the discrepancy with the possible addition of an effect due to an
incorrect distance modulus and reddening (for NGC2477, in view of
the large absorption (A^ 'v 1 ) in front of that cluster).
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5.3 Field Region A
This area is part of the general field south of NGC152, as
can be seen in Fig. 5.1. It lies closer to the projecting tongue of
HI to the south-west of the SMC, Fig. 5.3, and its C—M diagram may
be seen in Fig. 5.4. This is similar to that of NGC152 so one is
9
again detecting the 10 year old population to which NGC152 belongs
but at a higher surface density, see Table 5.5. Also considerably
higher in surface density is the B £19.5 group. Thus it is clear
that this region, approximately 1 Kpc from the optical centre of
the SMC is dominated by a single stellar population of age approx-
9
imately 10 years, supplemented by a younger group of age approxim-
g
ately 10 years, both of which are more dense in the areas of
higher HI surface density, i.e. further south. It further appears
that the surface density of the younger material has increased by
a larger factor between the NGC152 vicinity and field region A than
9
has the 10 year old population.
5.4 K3 and Field Region B
K3 is one of the richest clusters on the western side of the
SMC and a sample of 649 stars was measured within the tidal radius
of the cluster. For comparison, field region B, lying approximately
10 arcmin due south of K3 was measured. Figs. 5.5a,b show the C—M
diagrams for the inner and outer annuli respectively. The inner
annulus is badly affected by high background density and is useful
only for indicating which groupsbelong to the cluster and which to
the field, since it has a very high proportion of cluster members,.
It is immediately apparent that these diagrams differ from that for
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in K3, the faint blue stars appear in small numbers only in region 2
and not at all in the inner region. Instead, the dominant group of
faint stars appears between B-V = .4 and .8 and fainter than V = 20.5.
It seems clear that the faint blue stars belong to the field and not
to the cluster, as the surface density is the same in the field as
in the cluster, Table 5.7, but the giant branch clump and faint
yellow stars are enhanced in the cluster by a factor 2 and 3 respect¬
ively. Thus Gascoigne's C-M diagram (Fig. 2.3) is misleading as it
suggests a uniform population of objects to B-V = 0, whereas the
cluster objects cease at B-V = .4. This is simply due to Gascoigne's
B limit which just excludes the highly populated region of the CMD
between B-V = .4 and .8. Correcting the field component for
contamination by a NGC152 type population, one finds surface densities
as on the lower two lines in Table 5.6, which shows an equal ratio of
giant branch clump to faint yellow stars in field and cluster, which
must be the case if the two are identical.
Thus again one finds a cluster embedded in a field of identical
population type. However, the population is different from that of
NGC152 and its surroundings. It is immediately clear that K3 is
older than NGC152 since the faint blue stars are not found. Thus the
main—sequence of K3 has burned down past B-V = .2. It is equally clear,
from the existence of the faint yellow stars that K3 is not a classical
globular cluster as such objects have a horizontal sequence much_
fainter, at M = +4, instead of the +2 of K3. It thus appears that
K3 is of intermediate age with a turn-off colour of B-V = .4. The
best studied cluster in the Galaxy with a turn-off colour of .4 is



















Obj ect Faint Blue GB Faint Yellow
Field C 1.5 6.5
Field C Corrected 3.5 6.5
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NGC7789 (Arp, 1964) are further examples.
Comparing Fig. 5.5b with Fig. 1.5 shows K3 and NGC2420 to be
very similar, bearing in mind that in K3 one has over 400 stars
brighter than the turn-off, compared to approximately 30 in NGC2420.
The absolute magnitude and colour of the horizontal sequence above
the turn-off agree as do those of the giant branch clump.
An alternative approach to the problem of identifying K3 is
through integrated photometry, as in NGC152. As can' be seen in
Table 5.6, the integrated B-V of K3 is the same as that of NGC152,
but the integrated U-B is much bluer. Although apparently paradoxical
at first, given the relative ages of the clusters, this result is
easily understood in terms of the locus of main-sequence stars in
the (B-V, U-B) plane, where the kink upward due to the Balmer Jump
makes U-B at B-V = .4 considerably bluer than at B-V = .2. Table 5.6
shows individual photometry of a typical turn-off object in NGC2477
and in NGC2420, which shows this effect markedly.
Unfortunately no integrated photometry of a galactic open
cluster of the age of NGC2420 is available, but Arp (1964) has
constructed integrated colours from the known CMD of NGC7789. The
results of this calculation are given in Table 5.6, the incomplete
sample having only half the required number of turn—off stars, the
complete result giving them full weight. The effect on the inte¬
grated cluster U—B of the main—sequence turn—off stars is quite
marked and one arrives at colours similar to those of K3. Thus if
one considers the known colours of turn-off stars in NGC2420 and the
calculated integrated colours of NGC7789, it appears that the
- 123 -
integrated colours of K3 are similar to those of the former clusters,
thus corroborating the identification of K3 as of intermediate age,
similar to NGC2420.
Patenaude (op. cit.) calculates the age of NGC2420 as being
9
4 x 10 years, thus it would seem that this outer region of the SMC,
approximately 2 Kpc from the optical centre is dominated by a
Q
homogeneous stellar population approximately 4 x 10 years old.
5.5 Field Region C
A third area of the SMC field adjacent to the new photoelectric
standard sequence (Stewart-Cannon) was measured, partly to add
another datum point concerning the population structure but also to
check that no systematic errors arise from transferring standards
across a plate, it being felt that if a given feature has the same
magnitude and colour in widely separated areas of the plate then
transfer errors are small. Field Region C is in the outlying area
of the SMC, see Fig. 5.1, equidistant with Field Region B from the
optical centre. It is not surprising, therefore that the colour-
magnitude diagrams are very similar, Fig. 5.6 giving the CMD from
Field Region C. Again one has the clump of giants and also the faint
yellow stars and a small number of faint blue stars of the NGC152
main—sequence type. The surface densities of these groups are
given in Table 5.8 and the results are very similar to those of
Field Region B (Table 5.7). As in Field Region B, the amount of the
young component with B < 19.5 which was detected in Field Region A
and near NGC152 is very low and in fact has not been detected, the




























thus the surface density of this material falls off very rapidly
between 1 and 2 Kpc from the optical centre.
5.6 Lll, L12 and L13
These low mass clusters were measured on one plate in B and V
but it proved very difficult to obtain a significant sample of
cluster members, simply because of the small number of stars in
these clusters. Table 5.1 gives the number of objects actually
measured in each cluster and Fig. 5.7 shows the resulting colour-
magnitude diagrams. Because of the small number of images in each
case it is very difficult to make any reasonable interpretation of
the CMD's. However that for Lll (Fig. 5.7a) seems to resemble the
CMD for K3, with a giant branch clump at V = 19, B-V = .9, and a
group of faint yellow stars between B-V = .5 and .9, although these
are slightly brighter than the analogous group in K3, which may be
due to the fact that Lll was measured on one pair of plates only.
This interpretation is certainly consistent with a common origin
for Lll and K3, which is suggested by their close proximity on the
sky (separation 10 arcmin, 150 pc projected). Thus it appears
9
that Lll belongs to the 4 x 10 years old population which includes
K3-
L12 (Fig. 5.7b) seems to possess a giant branch clump, but
also has some bluish stars at V s 18.5 whose origin is not clear.
They may belong to the same group as is seen in Field Region A at
V >.18.5, B-V ~ -.1, which is quite reasonable since L12 lies only
20 arcmin from Field A and seems to have a high surface density of.
field stars. They may, however, belong to the cluster as the number
- 126 -
is higher than one would expect given the surface density of such
objects in Field A.
Unfortunately, the image of L13 is vignetted on plate 1571(B)
because of the presence of the step-wedge calibration so reliable
photometry is not possible, however a correction has been attempted
based on the iris reading for the sky in the area of the sequence
and near L13. Fig. 5.7c shows the resultant colour-magnitude diagram,
which again has a group of red objects, which may be a giant branch
clump, and some blue objects, which may be identical to the blue














































































The picture that emerges from the results presented in
Chapter 5 of the population structure of the western outer regions
of the SMC is that it is dominated by material of intermediate age.
One has a widespread group of objects, including the clusters K3 and
9Lll which is of age approximately 4 x 10 years and Is the dominant
stellar population 2 Kpc from the optical centre of the SMC. Further
in, at 1 Kpc from the centre, the dominant stellar population is of
g
the same age as the cluster NGC152, which age is approximately 8 x 10
years. There also exists an even younger population of age less than
g
10 years which is confined strongly to the Bar and the areas of
high HI surface density. It is clear that the scale height of the
density is closely related to age, the oldest material having a large
density scale height of the order of 1 Kpc, wide spatial extent
whereas the young group is severely limited spatially, falling off
rapidly with distance from the Bar.
The fact that the main stellar populations are of intermediate
age may explain the observations of Blanco et al. (1978) of a greater
ratio of carbon stars to M giants in the SMC than in the LMC which is
in turn greater than that in the galactic centre region. Feast and
Lloyd-Evans (1973) suggest that carbon stars are produced preferentially






immediate explanation of the large numbers of C stars in the SMC.
The spatial distribution of the objects found by Blanco et al. has
not been published, so an important follow-up project would be to
compare the density of C stars with that of intermediate-age
material to check for detailed correlations.
It further seems clear from Chapter 5 that star formation in
the SMC has occurred in discrete bursts, of which two have been
9
detected, viz. a burst at about 4 x 10 years ago, another at
8
8 x 10 years ago. In addition there seems to have been sporadic
g
star formation during the last 10 years. Although not detected in
the present work, there may exist an earlier stellar population of
even greater spatial extent and density scale height, viz. that
represented by the RR Lyrae variables found by Graham and by the
cluster NGC121. This last population has been classed as a
conventional galactic halo, similar to that in our Galaxy in structure,
origin and age, which is thought to be approximately 10^ years. Thus
one finds that there seem to have been three main bursts of star
9
formation in the SMC at intervals of 3 and 6 x 10 years. This
result indicates immediately a profound difference between the
evolutionary history of the. SMC and of the Galaxy, the latter having
experienced a widespread burst of star formation approximately 1010
years ago with an almost uniform star formation rate since then.
One can understand this difference in star formation history in
terms of the kinematics of the SMC as compared with that of the
Galaxy. In the Galaxy, HI unprocessed after the initial burst of -'
8
star formation fell very rapidly, on a timescale of 3 x 10 years.
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(Eggen, Lynden-Bell and Sandage, 1962) into a disc where star
formation continued up to the present. The dynamical timescale for
free-fall under gravity is given by Tayler (1970) as
, 2R3 .5
d GM 6,2
thus for similar linear scales the dynamical timescale in the prim¬
ordial SMC HI cloud is about ten times that in the Galaxy, or
9
approximately 3 x 10 years. However the radius of the K3 population
is approximately 3 Kpc, substituting which value into equation 6.2
g
gives t 'u 2 x 10 years so that the remnant HI left over after the
formation of the K3 population should have collapsed to very small
dimensions long before the formation of the NGC152 population. Thus
one is faced with the serious problem of explaining why the HI that
went to produce the K3 population had not collapsed by the time,
9
3 x 10 years later, the NGC152 population was found. The most likely
solution of this problem is that angular momentum in the primordial
HI cloud leads to spin-up as the cloud contracts which stabilises the
HI against further infall precisely as happened in the Galaxy. This
may be expected to lead to flattening so one is probably dealing with
a disc-shaped system, a configuration discussed by Westerlund (1972).
A further problem arising from such a picture of widespread
star formation at well defined epochs is to find a mechanism that
will produce star formation on such a scale. It is known that star
formation occurred throughout the Galaxy 10 years ago but since then
it has been local, confined to spiral arms etc.
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One possible mechanism to initiate star formation is shocking
of HI by rapid perigalactic passage of the Magellanic Clouds in their
orbit around the Galaxy as discussed in Hatthewson et a.1. £1974-).
Such an orbit has been presented by Davies and Wright (1977) in
explaining the origin of the Magellanic Stream as tidally-stripped HI
drawn out of the LMC/SMC system (the so-called Magellanic Galaxy) by
the Galaxy during the last perigalactic passage. The time since
perigalactic passage which Davies and Wright found to best fit the HI
g
radial velocity observations was 2-3 x 10 years. Matthewson
g
et a.1. (1974) suggested a time of 5-10 x 10 years since the last
perigalactic passage. These figures are in reasonable agreement with
g
the 8 x 10 years age found for the NGC152 population in the SMC,
suggesting the NGC152 group of stars may have been produced as a
result of the last perigalactic passage.
One can carry this argument one step further and apply the same
9
process to the K3 population and say that the 4 x 10 year old material
also was produced by shocking of HI during perigalactic passage but
on the previous cycle of the orbit. One must ensure that a period of
3—4 x 109 years is consistent with all available observations, which
consist, inter alia, of Magellanic Cloud-Galaxy distance and radial
velocity. Equation 6.3 (Kepler's Third Law) immediately gives one the




p - a 6.3
GM -J
Assuming P = 3.5 ±.5 x 109 years one finds a = 63± 6 Kpc. This appears
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to be a very reasonable semi-major axis, approximately equal to the
present separation of the Galaxy and Magellanic Galaxy. Using the
perigalactic distance of Davies et al., viz. 25 Kpc, equation 6.4
gives the eccentricity of the orbit, the value being .6 ± .04, which
agrees extremely well with the best fit eccentricity of Davies et al.
Equation 6.5 can now be used to calculate the maximum distance to the
Magellanic Galaxy, viz. that at apogalacticon, the value being 101 Kpc.
Knowing the present distance to the Magellanic Galaxy, equations
6.6 and 6.7 (Van de Kamp, 1964, see Fig. 6.1 for definition of symbols)
may be used to determine the present phase of the orbit, which can
then be substituted into equation 6.8 to give the present radial
velocity, which may be compared with observations.
Q a(l - e) 6.4
"MAX ■ a(1 + e) 6.5
r a(l - e cos E) 6.6
6.7
2 GM e s in v
V 6.8
r
a CI ~ e2)
Using a present distance of 50 Kpc for the Magellanic Galaxy,
v is 1.9 rads. (109°) and V^. turns out to be 80 km sec 1, having just
passed through its maximum value of 89 km sec . This figure agrees
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Fig. 6.1 Definition of symbols for
elliptical orbit.
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reasonably well with the observed radial velocity of the Magellanic
Galaxy of approximately 50 km sec ^.
One can further check for consistency among these data by
calculating the phase from v, thus finding the time since perigalactic
passage, t, which can then be compared with the value of approximately
8 8




which agrees very well with the values of Davies et al., Matthewson
and Cleary and with that derived from stellar ages in the SMC. From
equation 6.10 one can calculate the total velocity of the Magellanic
Clouds at perigalacticon, the value being 230 km sec \ while the
total velocity at apogalacticon, given by 6.11 is only 56 km sec
V 2 - GM(lte)„2 6.10
P
a(l - e2)
V . V(1 - e) 6.11
A P
(1 + e)
One thus arrives at a consistent orbit by imposing the constraint
9
that the period be approximately 3.5 x 10 years, with the further
properties that the time since perigalactic passage is approximately
8
5 x 10 years, present distance 50 Kpc and furthest separation 100 Kpc,
9
which will be reached in about 10 years. ■;
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Hence it appears feasible that successive perigalactic
passages could give rise to widespread star formation in the
Magellanic Clouds leading to the observed discrete populations with
older objects being more widespread and tenuous.
To test these ideas it will be necessary to determine how
widespread these star formation bursts have been. One should observe
these populations wherever in the Magellanic Clouds the HI density
was high enough to condense into stars, which should mean that the
K3 population, for instance is a circular disc, elliptical on the
sky with diameter approximately 5 Kpc centred approximately on the
Bar. Hardy (1979) finds a good deal of intermediate-age material in
the region of the cluster NGC419 which is of the same age as NGC2158,
9
i.e. about 4 x 10 years. Hardy (1977) may also have found
considerable quantities of intermediate-age stellar material in the
Bar of the LMC. Further follow-up projects would clearly be to map
the intermediate-age population in both Clouds and correlate the
surface density with that of HI. If it was found that both Large
and Small Clouds had stellar populations with similar formation times,
it would be very difficult to explain in ways other than gravitational
interaction with the Galaxy. A search might also be made for stars in
the Magellanic Stream, although even if star formation was initiated
at the last perigalactic passage, it is not obvious that stars would
be found in the tidally stripped material, since if braking of the
gas by an intergalactic medium or internal dissipation occur the gas
and stars will decouple kinematically and separate, as suggested by
Oort (1974). If, on the other hand, gas and stars move together, as
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a pure gravitational interaction would require, one would expect
stars present in the Magellanic Stream which were actually older
than the Stream, viz. objects which belonged to the SMC which were
tidally stripped along with the HI, which could have any age
whatever.
In summary, it appears that the history of star formation in
the SMC has consisted of three discrete bursts, the last two of which
were initiated by perigalactic passage of the Magellanic Clouds about
the Galaxy. Between bursts the unused HI has fallen, in the form of
a disc, slowly in toward the centre of mass, being supported by
rotation, so that the spatial extent of the stellar populations is
smaller the more recently they were formed.
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